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as north ol 30 deg. 30 min. north latitude,
should be free States. The people were deluded with this idea. It was called a compro-
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Portland Daily Press is published every
morning, (Sundays excepted), at 96,00 per year in adftai

vance.

Rates of Advertising:
Transient Advxrtisexents, 91.00 per square,
for three insertions or less; exceeding three, and not
more than one week, 91.25 per square; 75 cents
per
week after. One square every other day oue week,
81.00; 50 cents per week after.
Exhibitions, Ac., under head of Amusements,
92.00 per square per week.
Special Notices, 81A0 per square for first week,
81.00 per week after.
Business Notices, in reading columns, 12 cents
per line for one insertion. No charge less than fifty
Legal Notices at usual rates.
Advertisements inserted in the Maine State
Press (which has a large circulation in every part of
the State) for 38 cents (ter square in addition to the
above rates for each insertion.
Transient advertisements must be paid for in ad-

O^The Portland Daily and Maine State
Office, in Fox Block, No. 82} Exchange
Street, is open at all hours during the day and evening, from 7 o'clock in the morning to 9 in the

squatters

5y Job Printino of every description executed
with dispatch; and all busiucss pertaining to the ofon

application

as

above.
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than

they enacted the compromise
horizontal tariff, the only element of compromise conceded by the traitors, wss that
the duties should be reduced
gradually, and
that the tariff should not become horizontal
until the year 1842.
It was provided in the articles for the Annexatlon of Texas, that four more States
might
be formed out of her, and admitted into the
out of Tex-

testimonials:
Commercial House. Portland, June 16, 1862.

Having introduced the "Auderson Spring Bed Bottom" into mv house, after trial, I pronounce it to be
an ea«v and
bed. I am using several kinds
of spring bed bottoms, but consider the Auderson
fully equal if not better than the best.
N. J. DAVIS, Proprietor.

No

We have introduced several of the justly celebrated "Anderson Spring Bed Bottom" to ourslecpiug
apartments. We give this spring bed bottom a decided preference over any and all othere we have ever
used. Our guests speak of them in the highest terms.
We recommend their use to all hotel keepers who desire the comfort of their guests.
w. d. McLaughlin a son,
Franklin House, Baugor, Me.
May 12,1863.

I have had the unspeakable
of sleeping on
one of the "Anderson Spring Bed Bottoms" for the
last three weeks, and must say it far surpasses anything 1 had anticipated. Mv wife, who is feeble, has
had no good rest tor six months till occupying one of
the**e beds. She would not part with it on anv account.
Rev. JOHN ALLEN.

quality,

Having tested the "Anderson Spring Bed Bottom,”
I can cheerftilly recommeud it to all who are in need
of such an article; and I believe it to be superior to
anything of the kind now in use.
Rev. E. HAWES.
Waterville, April 12, 1862.
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As he does not intend to vary from his former
prices before he came to this city, he will sell them

For Oil

ever

call at

No.
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been aold in this place.
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Remarkable Case of
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boy
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CURED.
was

cured

DR. H. J. BOYNTON,
if Scrofulous Ophthalmia, as the
following
show:
I

a

'?er

facts will

B., and after great pa-

mi perseverance,

t,is electrical treatment
able to lift his cvethat » lUae membrane
the entire eve. tm§ was
removed by Dr. Boyutou. and the
boy’s eve-right is
now entirely restored, and his
eyes stronger than evThis should be known to all persons who
er before.
are similarly afflicted.
Although I understand that
the Doctor has for many years, in his operations on
these delicate orgins—tb« eye and ear. rnet with eminent success, he has not deemed it necessarv to
keep
blaring before the public his surgical skill in this particular part of his profession, but has been silently
performing cures, many of them of a remarkable

i!

K‘r

cu.r»"vei'

»►

wbea ll was dlacovered
jld«,
had formed and covered

character/'
tP" Certificates front numerous of his patients
will testify to his successful operations, all of which
may be

seen
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Street,

UNION FOREVER!

J. L. WINSLOW, Agent,

Portland.

of Oval,

ROSEWOOD

MOULDINGS,
hand.

B. J. D. LABBABEE & 00.,
No. 60 Exchange Street.
June
1RK2.
23,

HENRY M.

82 j

Retail.

SIGN

AND

Order* left at the counting-room of the Daily Press
Maine State Press, head of first flight of stairs,

and

will he

promptly

attended to.

Headquarters

!

SAGADAHOCK HOUSE,
Alfred Cbrr,
Proprietor,
BATH, MAINE.
of Bath ia one of the healthiest
localitlcnon the coast of Maine—dellghtM"dusteti on the Kennebec, twelve miles
7
from the sea, and affords one of the m<at
> ray
inviting retreats from the dust and turmoil of oar

ml THECity

IJJIM

citlos.
largo
The

FAST PRESSES AND STEAM POWER,
And its capacity and facilities for doing work in good
to any in the City or State.

style are equal

Saoadahock is one of the Inset, most spa*od best appointed Hotels in the State,
within thsee minutes walk of the
Depot, Steamboat
Landing, Post OBee. Custom House, Ac., being directly in the business centre of the City.

located

Terms Moderate by the Week er Day.
Bath, June 23. 1802.
dtf

H. A. FOSTER A CO.
July 17,1862.

DIRIGO EATIRG HOUSE,

dtf

JOHN

Book and Job

person,

DOLE St

TURTLE 80CP, TUE8DAT AND FRIDAY.
■BOOK TROUT and all klada eg GAME
Served to order.

Printing Office,

No. HI EXCHANGE STREET,

PINE APPLE LEMONADE,
STRAWBERRY LEMONADE.

jy Frogs Served to Order. -X3
*.* Meals to RaacLaa Boaediss at Redaeed Rates.
Open every Sunday from 8to 1, and from 2 toft
o'clock.
jeiaedtf

Second Floor,

INSURANCE.

PORTLAND. MAINE.

AT

HAKLTTGirS,

Commission

The Proprietor, of the Prartini Dailt Fun*
rsapectfolly invite attention (o tbeir facilities for executing, in beautifal style, every description of

BOOK AND

JOB PRINTING!

merchants,
Book and

Fancy Types,

T. DOLE.

EOR SALE AT BURLEIGH’S.

FBASKLlSt C MOODT.

eodtf

June 23.

1STew

Drug Store !

CROSMAN~A

BURLEIGH'S.

UNIFORMS,

officers, made to order, from the best material,
with dispatch, and at low prices.

POOR,

Business Cards of Every Variety,
Stylo and Cost
PRINTED AT SHORTEST NOTICE.

description, made

WORK,
to order and warranted

Agent

following Fikst Cues Insurance Co'e:
Natioaal Iasaraace Compaay,
Of Boston.
Cash Capital and 3orpins. *100.000.

Republic

Drngi, Chemicals, Fancy Good*, Ac.,

Of New York.

And solicit a share of public patronage, trusting
that by tarnishing the purest chemicals and best stock
of drugs the market affords, and a careful attention
in the
department, to merit the confidence
of the public.

F.

BILL-HEADS

RULED AMD CUT IM

UPHOLSTERER

Of Providence.
Pxaracr Seccbitt. which ought always to be the
first consideration in effecting insurance, is here offered to the public, at the Unrest rates qf pressings
adopted by sound and responsible companies.
Office in

Billet* ft Circular* in Every Variety of Type.

The

largest

and best

selected stock of

READY-MADE

Loungn, Brd«iradi>,
SPRING-BEDS, MATTRESSES, PEH'-CVSHIONS, fc., fr.
148 Exchange Street, Portland.

lANI-CUCkS, NOTES, AM BILLS 01 UIINC.

cr Hair Mattresses renovated. (Furniture repaired and varnished. Chairs re-caded in an improved manner. Second-hand Furniture bought,
sold or exchanged.
juldOdftm

TAOS PIERCED WITH HOLES ft GLUTEN ED
WHEN DESIRED.

AND-

-Ever offered in

jc25tf

Are removed to

can

NO.

be obtained at-

new

the

his former
hat store.

place,

and

Rooms

THIS

All of

w

hich will be sold

so as

to warrant

entire sat-

isfaction to the purchaser.

unlimited in quantity, qnality or price, and will
be sold very low, at wholesale or retail, for cash.
Are

Buyers will do well
chasing elsewhere, as
rise

on

to
it

look at
was

before purbought before the great
our

stock

goods.

JOSIAH BURLEIGH.
Portland, July 22,

18(3.

dtiin

Policies Printed and Bound
Insurance Companies.

tor

E.

All policies npon which six premiums have been
paid, aro renewed annually free of premium to the
policy bolder
Thoee desiring insurance will do wall to call and
ascertain the terms before insuring elsewhere.

CHARLES HOLDEN. FreeUmt
Sbaw, Secretary
aodBm

Edward

Jane IB.

SAMVEL ADLAH, Jr.,

N. Perry’s

And

Parlor, Chamber

FURNITURE,

Principal.
commence

Importer and Dealer

Sept.

Prior to July 21st. full information can be obtained
of the Principal, 849 Congress Street. Hours from
8 to 1 o’clock, except Saturdays. Alter that time application may be made at 40 State Street.
Portland, June 23, 1862.
2awl0w
At a Court of Pbobatb held at Portland, within
and for the County of Cumberland, ou the third
Tuesday of July, lu the year of our Lord eighteen
hundred and sixty-two,
DOW, Executor of the last Will and Tesaiuent of Josiah Dow, late of Portland, in said
County, deceased,
presented his first account
of administration of sain estate for probate:
It teas Ordered, That the said Executor give notice
to all persons interested, by causing notice to be Dublisbed three weeks successively in the Maine state
Press, printed at Portland, that they may appear at a
Probate Court to be held at said Portland, on the
third Tuesday of
next, at ten of the clock
in the forenoon, ana shew cause, if any they have,
why the same should uot be allowed.

NEAL

Bronze, Colored, and all other kind* of

Printing,

WILLIAM G. BARROWS. Judge.

A true copy, attest:
•w3w6
EUGENE HUMPHREY, Register.

in

China, Crockery & Class Ware,
Briliuit lire, Table
And

Executed in teste to suit the most fhstidious.

a

Cillery,

uJ flaled lire,

General Assortment of

HOUSE-KEEPING GOODS.
purchasers invited to the large
aiul desirable stock of House-keeping Goods
THE
in store,
above,
it
is

attention of

now

WEDDING AND ADDRESS CARDS

article

Our

usually needed

in

the

Being one of

State, purchasers

Style* *re unanrpund.

does nearly every
Furniture and Crockery

comprising

as

Department*

having

September

PLAIN

other LAW DOCUMENTS executed with

Dispatch.

will

IX-

-piALin

Deeds, Law Briefs, Equity Cases,

AUTUMN

AND TRIMMING GOODS

continue to ineme property on
tarorable u those of any reliable com-

CONGRESS STREET SEIMINARY,

SESSION
THE
8th, and Continue 15 weeks.

OUR STOCK OF CLOTHS

Company

terms u

jul28eod3w

Hits E. L. Whittier,

OBee.

pany

STREET,
over

FOR YOUNG LADIES AND MISSES.

BURLEIGH’S,

Poet

dkwtf

oaee toa Middle Street.

building,

new

MIDDLE

151

Opposite

Furnishing Goods,

Maine,

Hair-Dressing

CLOTHING,

"Boyd’s Building." opposite

23.

June

PORTLAND
Mutual Fire Iiuuranee Company.

Maaafactarer af

FURNITURE,

'Compaay.

Capital and Surplus, *250.000.
Equitable Fire aad Bfariae la*. Co.,
Cash

THE MEATE8T HAMMER.

THOU. R. POOR.

PARKER,

Fire Iasaraace Compaay,
Cash Capital and Surplus, *312.000.

Relief Fire Iasaraace

dispensary

WILLIAM

INSURANCE.

of the

Of New York.

je24tf

E. K. HARDING. Praideot,
E. C. HYDE, Secretary.
d6m

eer. ef Exekawge St„
PORTLAND, ME.,

taken store. Xs. 7ft Middle Street.
(Fox Block.) and respectfully invite public attention to their large and well selected stock of

For

CUSTOM

_

Bath, July 8,1M2.

G. E. R. Patten,
E. K. Harding.
J. P. Mane,
David Patten.
J. C. Jameson.

WARREN SPARROW,

HAVE

Clothing

Dinxerox*:
Wm. Drummond,
8am’l I. Robinson,
Arthur .Wall.
Lewis Klaekmer,
8. A. Houghton,

John Patten,
Oliver Moses.
M. F. Gannett,
J. H. Me Lei lan,
Jaa. F. ratten,

Odes 24 Middle,

description,

Of every

;
they are prepared make tamraace on the
principle, against marine risks, notexceeding
$10,000 ia aay Oae Risk.

And that
mutual

I, adequate to do any work demanded in this Stats.

PORTLAND, M*.
AXPRXW

aiaounta to

#900,000
to

FIRE

No. S Galt Block Commercial Street,

GOODS,

THE

FLOUR, CORN AKD PRODUCE,

163 Middle Street.

MILITARY

OFFICE UNDER THE 8AGADAH0CK HOUSE,
FRONT 8I KEET.
President and Directors of the Bath Mutual
Marine insurance Company give notice that their

Capital Stock

Tbeir Establishment is furnished with all the approved modern machinery, nod their imortment of

ANI» WHOLESALE DEALERS Iff

MUTUAL

marine Insurance Company.

MOODY,

GENERAL

of the Season

Served up at all hoars.

POWER

thorough nati*.
j«38tf

GREAT EXCITEMENT

PORTLAND, HE.

ROBINSON, Proprietor.

BATH

N. B.—AH work being
prompt)/ and
allr ((tended to, i* warranted to gire
faction.

-O-

163 Middle Street,

end after the flret of
July, Postage Stamps
ami Stamped Envelopes will iiot be
I^ROM
charged at
til© Post

MILK STREET.

No. 7

STEAM

ORNAMENTAL

Watch-Maker,

C5*,

water exearaions. A Steam-

|iGBi|
I

Fox Block,

L. S. CROSS,
141 Middle Street,
Portland. Me.

Proprietor.

1,ort^d^w

FITTING,

manner.

No. 31 Exohang* Street, Portland, Me.
Hr Order* *olicit*d.
Je*V—8m

HEW RECRUITS WANTED!

Latest from

BRACKETT,

Every Delicacy

Steam Cocks, Valves. Pipes and Connections, Whole-

GAS

dtf

sea-bathing and

EXCHANGE STREET,

AH EVERY DESCRIPTION OF 1ACHINERI,
or

connected

OPEN fbr Genteel Boarders—three miles
from Portland—within
thirty rods of Ota
Ocean—with good opportnnitiee fcr Ashing,

PAINTER,

tf

Notice.
Office.

ENTRANCE

OF

Works 0 Union St., and 333 & 33S Fore St.,
jnMdtr
PORTLAND, ME.

RALLY TO THE FLAG!

Catalogue, j

Gilt. Walnut, Ebony and

Constantly on

the moat liberal

terma.

Steam Engines, Steam Boilers,
sale

day. Stable

per

Summer Retreat,

THE PORTLAND DAILY PRESS

HAXSO 1ST,

Gentlemen’s

PARTIES WISHING TO PURCHASE

large assortment

888, WABHinoToa St„ Bath.

•.•Terms 81

J-

TUKEY’S

l*apers,

A

on

PORTLAND, ME.

je23tf

Dona in the beat

HAND,

our

be promptly attended to

Grindstones.

Glasses.

Is very extensive, being of the best manufacture,
such as Wineor A Newton’s Oil and Water Colors,
Brushes, Drawing
Pencils, Crayons, Oils and
Varnishes, Mathematical Instruments, Ac.
Our stock embraces all articles in this line, and is
the largest and best selected in the State, and we offer the best inducements to dealers and
photograpers,
both as to quality of goods and as to prices.

with

Fancy

Job Work,

1c.

Caraer af Pearl and Federal Sts*.

STEAM AND

RECEIVED,

Will be cheerfully furnished
which contains a complete list.

BATH HOTEL,
By C. M. PLUMMER.

Bath, June 28,1882.

Marble Chimney Pieces, Monumental Work and

SEAVEY.

Physician, and Families supplied with Medicines and
books
Cases renewed and vials refilled.
June 24.1982.
codOm

Assortment of Artists' Materials

at his office.

No. 300 Congress
dfcwffni7

Looking

very choice collection of Fine Engravings and
we shall be happy to show to
any

(fur

by

a long time the
boy’s eye-lids had
£jMp^“FOR
been entirely closed. His case tvas considalmost hopeless. Tho bov was put un^gp^red ,Im*
care of Dr.

,.
Hence
»"d

by

FRAMES.

Lithographs, which
who may call.

who

For sale at the above store

M.

Of every
to fit.

Square, for Engravings and Photographs, at low
prices and warranted satisfactory.

DANIEL CLARKE.

BLINDNESS

MEDICINES,

and Re-

and

Hotel, and examine.

Portland, Aug. 1.

and

or

Soap Stone,

MANUFACTURER

MILITARY

Pier and Oval Frames, with French Mirrors; Gilt,
Ebony and Imitation Rosewood Frames, both Oval

Fleaae

Ill FEDEBAL STBEET,

east

Paintings

CONSTANTLY7

From 15 to 20 Per Cent. Leu
Than they have

Free Stone,

CBAI. F. ('ROSMAN.

Engravings,

ORNAMENTAL

'\A7r

R. THOMPSON,
I» prepared to reoeire order* for

Marble,

usual.

GENUINE HOMEOPATHIC

AT

ARTISTS’ MATERIALS, Ac.

manufactured at short notice

IN A SUPERIOR STYLE.

,

and Wholesale
Importers,
tail Dealers in

Picture Frames,

subscriber has opened Warehouse for COFTHE
FINS and CASKETS. A large assortment
hand and

as

J.

Framing;,

Is selling, regardless of Coat,

R. J. D. LARK 1BEE A CO.,
Manufacturers,

Ill Federal Street, Portland.

on

TO No. 92 EXCHANGE STREET,
Next door above the British and American
Expreaa
Office, where he will accommodate ail who may be in
want of goods in his line, at very low prices.
Done nuatly

now better than ever
prepared to wait upon hb customers. and hopes by strict attention to their wests
to merit a continuance of tbe patronage which be Rm
hitherto received.
£ G. MATO
dfcwtf
1’aeaadnmkeag, June 23,18Q.

with bouse.

in

Ivl arble

MAINE.

i
has rarnlsbed this well-known house aaew, and b

PRESS,

Watches, Jewelry and Silver Ware.
Port laud. June 23,18G2.
tf

BOOKS, STATIONERY, PICTURES,
Pictin Frames, Paper Hatisn Fancy fioodj, Ac., it.,

Summer

nangor.

jull7d&w6m

A NEW COFFINWAREHOUSE.

stantly

r.xciiHiipt'.

House, Bangor.
Sknwhegan House, iSkowhegan.
Lewiston House, Lewiston.
Wlnthrop House, Wlnthrop.
Elmwood House, Waterville.
Litchfield Corner House.
Stoddard House. Farmington.
Revere House, Vassal boro,
liallowell House, Hallowell.
China House. China.
Franklin House, Augusta.
Cushnoc House, Augusta.
Abbott's School. Farmington.
Eaton Boys’ Boarding School, Kent’s Hill.
Franklin

SAWYER At WHITNEY.

JuISltf

Also, Dealer

Street.

Testimonials similar to the above have been received from the proprietors of the following
public
houses-

and

Portland, Me*

■

removed his stock of

Book •Binding and Picture

PA88ADUMXEAG,

THE nibacriber would very respectfully aanounce to his numerous friend,
and the
public generally, that during the temporary
of
hb
compulsory suspension
buainem he

ty The office is supplied with -M*
Has

CENTRAL HOUSE,
E. G. Mayo,
Proprietor.

IIATUI,

•

Jeweler,
jpv Manufacturing
SILVERSMITH.

Farmington, Feb. 28,1862.

COAL

Portland. Me.

WiTI. u. II.

ADAMS, Proprietor.

—3m

Cmco Bank,

Directly orcr the Magnetic Telegraph Office, Fourth
Story, where all rarietiea of

Je23tf

141 Middle Street*

ef

caraer

SOUTH SIDE OF PEAK'S ISLAND,

Corn, Flour and Grain,

pleasure

The Bed Bottom I bought of you fullv merits my
expectations, and is fullv up to your high recommendations. 1 would cheerfully recommend it to all who
desire to improve th eir sleepingapai tments.
AI STAPLES,
A. N. WILLIAMS.
Augusta, April 16, 1862.

over

CORNER OF MIDDLE AND EXCHANGE STS.,
FOX BLOCK,

Will

DEALERS IN-

S. H. COLES WORTHY,

Mr. D. K. Frohock has furnished the beds in my
house with the "Anderson .Spring Bed Bottom," and
I take pleasure In recommending this article as the
most convenient, economical and comfortable
thing
of the kind with which I am acquainted.
A H. ABBOTT,
Principal of Family School, Little Blue, Farmington.

a

Hu been removed from the office
office of the

Plain and

and

Having become frilly satisfied of the benefit of the
‘Anderson Spring Red Bottom." 1 have purchased
three of them at five dollars each, and do most cheerfully recommend tlmm to the public.
I)r. N. R. BOUTELL.
Waterville, May, 1861.

Hard and Soft Wood.

head

Bottom,’

CUSHING,

AND

[From Hon. Lot M. Morrill.]
Having used Anderson’ Spring Bed Bottom, I can
ebeerfiillv recommend it as an excellent article.
LOT M. MORRILL.
Augusta, Aug. 6,1862.

Also, for sale, best quality of Nova Scotia and other

Office, Commercial 8t.,

‘Anderson Spring Bed
pleased with it.

JOSIAH H. DRUMMOND.
Portland, July 23,1862.

FOB SMITHS’ USE.

The public are requested to call, as we
mined to give good bargains to those who

am using the
am very much

Sr

com-

[From Hon. Josiah II. Drummond ]

I
I

CHAS. H.

FOSTER

ALBERT WEBB * CO,

CsMiBMrelal Siren,

C'eagreas.

T,,,s '*th*
Hotel la tbe State, pos,h« niodera improvements, sad
td~kl flr«t clam in every appointment.

Sugar Pi-efinery,

healthy

GENUINE LOB BERT,
Pore and Free Burning.

foregoing
strengthened and

when

adapted

TIIE

Now each and every one of the
schemes of the compromisers

a

happily

JOHN'S,

best

mediums and

Portland Jane 23,1862.
desirable mechanical arrangement has now
use a sufficient length of time to show
that it gives entire satisfaction and actually is the
more valued the more it i* used.
This invention is a step in advance of all others in
the Spring Red department, embracing a little more
of their excelrencies, and yet
overcoming all
their defects. It is flexible as hair, and vet so recuperative as to bring itself into ptaee with great facilito the invalid, the aged and old.
ty. It is
and all who linger in suffering and weakness. They
are made of rood material warranted
strong and durable, aud not liable to get out of order.

MOUNTAIN LEHIGH,
HAZEL TON LEHIGH,
COLERAINE LEHIGH,
LOCUST MOUNTAIN,

Co*l,»rc»trict]y of tho
THESE
warranted to give satisfaction.

variety, quality
price, embracing all
styles of gold papers manufactured, to-

ea

lilMMl
liMMtB !"“*■{'

HEAD OF MERRILL’S WHARF,

IIALL L. DAVIS,

THIS
been in

E stablislimen't

d3m

jc23dtf

63 Exchange

Sltaated

MR.

JOHN B. BROWN 4c SONS,

papers

Bill stock of

PAINTER,
PORTLAND,

n

"1

Preble Streets.

DAILY

YORK STREET, PORTLAND, ME.

and

a

POINTING

THOS. LYNCH.

June 23.

prices,

gether
Satins,
mon papers—the largest stock to be found lu this
at
lowest market prices. School Books of
market,
every kind in use at wholesale prices.

WOOD,

CUMBERLAND

and

establishment in the

be found in auy other

ROOa*

SPRING

opponent of Mr. Buchanan’s administration.

territories,'

&

quality

Our stock of

Of every
the various

Principal.

and
d& w4 w6

and made to order,

Is selected with the greatest care from the best Foreign and American Houses, and embraces every article needed for public office*, Counting Houses and
private uses, and at lowest prices.

DELIVERED TO ANY PART OK THE CITY.

against the wishes of seven eights of the people. The Argus supported this scheme of iniquity. Douglas united with the Republicans
in resisting it. The Argus rebuked him as an

can

in

JOB

to the

Half Way Dawn Willow Siren,

STATIONERY

CHEAP FOR CASH,

deavored to force Kansas into the Union as a
State, with this pro-slavery Constitution,

when the time come to settle those
they removed that prohibition. If there was
any thing of compromise in this, there was
nothing in it of honesty nor honor.

given

bargains

customers better

State.

for tbeir im-

Proprietor

Bethel, Jnly 26th.

territories,
and that there is no power anywhere to exclude it I This emboldened the
slaveholders,
beyond all former concessions.
They entered Kansas, took possession of the
ballot boxes, and excluded a large portion of
people from voting. By means or superior
physical force, and fraudulent returns, they
elected a set of delegates to frame a Constitution, most of whom did not reside in the territory. They fraudulently elected delegates,
and made a pro-slavery Constitution lor the
people of Kansas. They refused to allow the
people to pass upon said Constitution, or the
question of slavery. The compromisers en-

encouraged the slaveholders to commence this
war.
The Argus was the constant
supporter
of all these measures of the
compromisers.
The politicians who engineered these measures and carried them through, did it under
the plea or compromise, deluding the
people
with the idea, that they were necessary to save
the Union. They called themselves
compromisers, but there was very little in the measures, entitling them to the name.
In 1820, when they determined to
bring in
Missouri, as a slave State, they .put into the
statute a prohibition of slavery in the territories north of 36 deg. 30 min. North. In 1843

possible
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In my last, speaking of the nullification
^rebellion in 1833,1 wrote, “It has often
been said that Jackson did put that rebellion
down.” Your compositor altered it, and made
me say, “It has often been denied that Jackson
did put dow n that rebellion.”
J. C. W.

humiliating, degrading, aud slavish concesriona of the compromisers, in 1850, ’51, and
’52, the slaveholders boldly claimed all the
territories for slavery.
In order tliat the slaveholders might plant
slavery in Kansas, and all our other territories,
in 1854 the compromisers repealed the act of
1820, which excluded it North of 36 deg. 30
min., North latitude. They then induced the
five slaveholding Judges on the Supreme Bench
in the matter of Deed Scott, to travel out of
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sas, and Florida, and then brought them in as
slave States.
By so doing they greatly

States, formed

IN
With

ofof the Union at the present
If the man claims to be a Republican, so much
the worse for him. No doe-face should be
supported for civil office note, in the nation’s extremity, even if he claims to be a republican.

been excluded, by an act of Congress in 1787,
from all the territories we then had, which act
was confirmed after the adoption of the Constitution. In clear violation of the Constitution the compromisers had maintained slavery
in a part of the territories. In pursuance of
that policy, in 1820, they divided the territories on the line of 36 deg. 30 min., North latitude. Slavery was excluded by statute, North
of that line. In pursuance of their policy the
compromisers had first tolerated slavery in the
territories now constituting Tennessee, Mississippi, Alabama, Louisiana, Missouri, Arkan-

and that the
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measures, that
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need mistake it: “no person shall be deof his liberty without due process of
law.” To make assurance doubly sure, it had
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trusted now in the nations

one

1833,

State and

measures, secondary to the primary cause of
slavery, that have plunged us into this war,
whether they did it for want of foresight, or
with malice of forethought, they are not to be
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concessiouists have been the

The Constitution "wisely and cautiously excluded slavery from all our territories, and
Jrom all other places under the exclusive national jurisdiction. The language is plain, no
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just right
appellation of “compromisers," which they claim. They have been
nothing else thau eoncessionists, mere doefaces or tools of the slaveholders,
constantly
yielding all the latter demanded, till they
boldly demanded that the concession isls should
assist them in overturning the constitution ,aml
destroying the Union. This Is more than theconcessiouists bargained for. Such men as
Edward Everett, will not do it;
although many
of them are ready to do it.
The corollary from the whole is, that since
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We mako to order

paramount to that of the United

have no

was

them to commence this war.

offer is made of-

We have gone farther and shown that they

found in the crowd upon the
arena, shouting, “Great is compromise 1 great
is slavery! down with the agitators! let us
crush out free

States

war.

Banquo’s ghost seemed to haunt
they passed another act or resolve,
that these compromise measures should be
like the laws of the Modes and Persians, unalterable; that they never should be repealed!
And in 1862, In entire disregard of the Federal Constitution, they shameftilly proclaimed
to the world that their acts of Infamy should
never be abrogated or discussed.
These humiliating, degrading, slavish acts of the compromisers, emboldened the slaveholders to
strike for higher game, and in the end greatly
encouraged them to commence the present
the sixth

sovereignty,

Argus, has favored all those
have encouraged the nation to

un-

the poet.
them' So

was

-An

lO Collars to

own

We think we have now redeemed our
and shown that the party represented

the

easy; conscience would not let them rest—
“Conscience makes cowards of us all,” says

This

as

of

BAILEY

Maine

a

ham Lincoln.

compromisers had adopted
measures of iniquity, which they called
compromise measures, in 1850, they were

war.

Company to join
Regiment,

a

States, who acquired the territory. It seemed
as though the question was to be settled
by
the sword, and the rifle between the northern
emigrant, and the border ruflian. When out
came the Supreme Court with their
opinion in
the case of Dred Scott, and scattered this delusion to the wind. Then the whole
people
took the question in hand, and reversed the
opinion of the Court, by the election of Abra-

evening.

transacted

idea

luded with the

Press

promptly

Manufactured and for

compromise. The compromise seemed to be
this that free labor should give up its hold on
the territory, and consent to learn the
question to the first settlers. The people were de-

El** All communications intended for tbo paper
should be directed to the “Editor»qf the PresM,” and
those of a business character to the Publithert.

paper
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rors, the same as before.
The repeal of the law which prohibited slavery north of 36 deg. 30 mid. was also called a

vance.

or

MORE

ready and mustered into the United
Service, within ten dayb!

To be

disgraced by slaveholding,and
of slaves; with all the attendant hor-

the sales
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still

was
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case, and
measures.
It is
true an act was past, prohibiting the
importation of slaves into the District of Columbia for
sale. This amounted to nothing. The nation’s

capital

BOOKS & STATIONERY.

To form

fornia, having made her constitution and unanimously excluded slavery, was entitled to admission on the merit of her
without any regard to other

MORNING,

MILITARY.
WANTED!

mission of California as a free State. But this
made no element of a compromise. For Cali-

cents.

fice

We do not think it was much of a com-

promise. seeing the lied Kiver which corresponded nearly with the 34th parallel of north
latitude, was the northern boundary of Texas,
and no part of the northern
boundary extended so far North as the parallel of 39
deg. 30
min., by more than one hundred miles. The
free people of the North were to be clothed
with goat’s wool! They were to have free
States made out of territory that did notexist!
In 1850, the measures were also called a compromise. The only concession to freedom and
justice that amounted to anything, was the ad-
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THE DAILY PRESS.
PORTLAND,

H. Goodenow of
a

MAINE.

Alfred,

formal ballot for

The motion was

a

moved to

proceed

to

candidate for Congress.—

opposed by

Messrs. Edward

Fox of Portland, Marshall Cram of Brunswick,

Wednesday Morning, August 13,

1862.

Tapley of Saco, and others, on the ground that
many of the delegates were expecting no ac-

--_-—

REPUBLICAN
FOR

NOMINATIONS.

tion of the kind till after dinner, and had left
the hall. Mr. Goodenow urged his motion

GOVERNOR,

with much

table.
It was voted

OF SKOWUEGAN.

For

EsrjKN'DKN,

...

NOAii

of Auburn.

District Committee the names of the follow-

ing gentlemen,

following gentlemen were appointed a
Committee to receive, assort and count the
votes for a Candidate for Congress, for the 1st.
Congressional District,to wit: James Bailey,
Portland; David Moulton, Westbrook; A. W.
Mcndum, Kennebunk; Sam'l Blake, Limington; Luke Brown, Bridgton.
There were eleven different ballotings before a choice was effected, with the following
The

For Clerk of Court*,
Kennebec.WM. M. STRATTON, of Augusta.
For County Treasurers,
Aroostook ...SAM I. BRADBURY, of N. Limerick.
Kennebec.DANIEL PIKE, of Augusta.
Knox.ALDEN SPRAGUE, of Rockland.
York.JOHN HALL, of North Berwick.

results:
NO. OF BALLOTS.
6
2
3
4
X
01
202 207 208 204 199 191
Whole number,
Necessary for choice, 102 104 106 103 100 9(1
75 87 86 85 84 76
John N. Goodwin,
46 63 68 69 69 69
John Lynch.
2
2
9
4
2
II.
Vinton
27
Warren
Josiah II. Drummond,22 30 34 36 37 38
9
3
18 17
Edward P. Weston,
6
7
9
7
14 11
John B. Brown.

For Registers of Deeds,
Aroostook. ...LOUIS CORMIER, Northern District,
J. (j. A. BARTON, Soathem District.
Kennebec_A. A. RICHARDS, of Augusta.
Knox.GKO. W. WHITE, of Kocklaud.
York,.SAMUEL C. ADAMS, of Alfred.

CUMBERLAND COUNTY
AND

9d Senatorial District Convention.

Whole number,

Necessary

Republican*,

and all others in the County of
Cumberland, who art* in favor of sustaining the present National and State Administration*, and for the
of the existing w icked
speedy and final
and groundless rebellion against the best government
in the world, at whatever cost of life and
property,
to send delegates to meet in the Kiv
are
City Hall, in Portland, 011
Tuesday, August 1», 1802,

o’clock in the forenoon, for the purpose of nomcandidates for

Register of Deeds,
County Commissioner,
County Treasurer,

gat**, and

and

,.i

Committee for the

one

fifty'votes,

4
6
6
5
4
4
4
6
6
4
4
4

Bridgton,

Brunswick,
Cape Elizabeth,
Caaoo,
Cumberland,
Falmouth,

Frqeport.

Gorham,

Gray,

llarpswcll,
Harrison,

Naples.
North Yarmouth
New Gloucester,
OtisfiHd,
Portland,
Pownal,

Uaymond,

fctandish,
Hcarboro,
hebago,

4
4
6
4
22
4
4

Westbrook,

Bepublicau County

Windham—Caucus.
The Republicans of Windham, and all other, who
iu favor of sustaining the present National and
Slate Administrations, and fur the speedy and final
suppression of the existing wicked and groundless
rebellion against tint best government in the world,
at whatever coat of life and property, are requested
to meet at the Town House, in said town, on 8aturdav the l‘ith hist., at & o’clock in ihc afternoon, to select delegates to tlie County and Senatorial Conven'd* -n ItfMon at Portland oil the 19th iuat. Also to
select a Town Committee for 1893.
Per < trder of the Town Committee.
IV, dnam, Aug. 8, 1892.
sRWAwld
are

Republican Congressional Convention.
The Republican Convention for the First
Congressional District, pursuant to previous
notice, assembled, by delegates, at the New
City Hall in this city, Tuesday, Aug. 12th, and
at 11 1-2 o'clock was called to order by the

wicked efforts of the traitor* whom it ha* cherished
it*e!f, each and evein it* bo*oiii, renewedly
ry member of it, to relax no effort*, to spare no
in
crushing this into
mean*,
expend every energy
ternal rebellion—even if it be necessary to the grindthe
leader*
beneath
its
to
popular will of
ing
powder
The hour for time-serva loyal and outraged people.
has fully arthe
hour
has
ing timidity
passed away;
rived when every mean* God ha* given us must be
used to preserve our country from the vandals who
would blot its nationality from the earth.
Resolved, That in Abraham Lincoln, we have a
to the welfare of his
President with an eye
country, and to a suppression of the rebellion, aud
with a will and determination couuneusurate with
that glorious result.
Resolved, That we hereby pledge ourselves to su*'
tain the President of these United State®, in his de’
termination to end this war by conquering an honor:
able peace, and to uphold him iu every Consfitutiona1
and legitimate measure he may adopt to put down
the most uncalled for and ungodly rebellion the
world ever saw.
Resolved. That the brave soldiery who, by tens of
thousands, have hurried to the field of strife from
Maine, have upheld the honor of the Pine Tree State
in many a bloody battle-field, have our most unbounded gratitude. Their noble daring aud self-sacrifice have made the heart of every true son of Maine
throb w ith pride and pleasure. Palsied be the band
and confounded the tongue, which shall refuse to
sustain, or attempt to undervalue their grand and
triumphant sacrifices of life aud limb, to uphold this
glorious Union.
Resolved, That in the Governor of this State—
Israel WASlIl’RK, Jr., toon to retire from the labors and honors of the office—we recognize a faithful, honest, upright Chief Magistrate, whose unflinching integrity has won applause from his political opjtouent* even, and whose devotion to the welfare, honor and patriotism of Maine, has fired thousands of heart* with renewed love of country, and
with renewed determination to do or die iu its de-

single

Committee.
td

1

fence.
Resolved, That iu Abner Coburn, the nominee
for the next Governor of Maine, we see a man of the
people, whom that people will delight to e;« ate to
the post of Chief Magistrate of our beloved > .lie.
The
Republican and l niun-loviug men kuowiug i nn
:
to be knnegt and capattfe, will crown those great virChairman of the District Committee, Hon.
tue* bv giving him at the next animal election, a
vote that shall make Northern secessionist* and timNathaniel G. Marshall of York, on whose moid loyalists fully aw'are that they will uphold their
tion, Hon. Charles J. Gilman, of Bruns- principles, based upon unmistakable truths, at the
ballot box, by a majority that shall be numbered by
wick, was chosen temporary Chairman of the thousands.
Convention.
Resolved, That in the nomination of John N.
Goodwin, we recoguize the elevation of a patriotic,
On taking the chair, Mr. G. thanked the
loyal Owe-hearted Republican, over w hose love of
the Union there is no shadow; whose hatred of tieaconvention for the kind expression of their

|

sou

and traitors will

never

be converted into timid

regard evinced in calling him to the chair. It subserviency by smile* or frown*, aud on whom the
loyal men of the First District may ever rely to
being the first convention ol the District un- ; strike
quick and decisively at treason, in whatever
der the new apportionment, he invoked the
it may come. We pledge him a majority that
j shall
shape show
our brethren in other District* that the
utmost harmony, and called upon the conven“Star iu the Ka*t” has lost none of its effulgence.
tion to demonstrate that the people, who are
The President of the Convention was inthe only proper depositaries of political powstructed to notify Mr. Goodwin of his nomier, know how to exercise that power iu a spirnation.
it compatable with our free institutions.
Votes of thanks to the presiding officer
M. A. Blanchard of Portlnnd, and Seth E.
and Secretaries, were passed and the ConvenBryant of Kennebunk, were chosen tempora- tion
adjourned without delay.
ry Secretaries.
The proceedings of the Convention, though
The District Committee was appointed Com- |
protracted, were conducted with decorum and
raittee on Credentials.
in the exercise of a kind spirit. The friends
The following gentlemen were appointed a
of the different candidates w ere zealous and
Committee on permanent organization, to wit:
earnest, but perfect unanimity was finally arEben. Barker of Cornish, Geo. n. Kuowlton of

Alfred,
vens

H. B. Means of

of New

Freeport, John P. SteGloucester, and Charles Hoidcn

of Portland.

While the committees
tion

waa

addressed

by

were

out, the Conven-

Mr. Prescott of

who said he hailed as an

Elliot,
humble mechanic;—

that two years ago he was a citizen of Missouai, and little thought at that time he should so

rived at, and the members parted iu good feeling, determined to carry out the spirit of their

resolutions.

Mr. Goodwin is the present
member from the 1st. District in Congress,
ow n

and is

an

those who

Kemabkable Coincidence.—Noticing the
“Census of the Class of 18fl2” in the Lewiston

cratic pa|>er in the State—a paper which
joyed the confidence of, and was cheered on

where he procured
as follows:

the

en-

by,
good and its true democrats as ever existed,
and the Argus knows that in this thing we tell
tlie truth. We regard it in the same category
with the Saco Democrat, only less honest.—■
as

The Democrat is open and above board in its
treason, while the Argus is sly, and lalrnrs to
cover its tracks,but both are in the same boat,

drifting lovingly down the same stream
together.

We have announced the appointment
of Prof. Chamlierlain of Bowdoin College, to
the Lt.

Colonelcy of the 20th Regiment. We
understand the “Faculty” oppose his acceptance of the office, and have voted peremptorily aghinst ids leaving the College for the Camp.
Prof. C. is devoted in his patriotism, and is determined to go, if no obstacles are thrown in
his w ay but such as he can overcome. He
feels that duty requires him to go, and his im-

pulses are in harmony with his sense of duty.
It does seem to us that “Old Bowdoin” should
not be so lacking In patriotism as to object.
The

Faculty should be as liberal as merchants
and other business men, who propose for their
employers to go into the service, and to keep
their situations for them on their return.

Journal,

able and
ran

against

worthy

man,

as

are

all

him in the Convention.

SJf-In
flings,
Argus of yesterday says, "It will require somesoon become a citizen of Maine.
Mr. P. spoke
thing smarter than political adventurers, who
with much force, contending that the present 1 control a paper w hich has made its largest
rebellion is of no recent origin, but more than j mark by abusing Geu. McClellan, d-c.,” For
thirty years ago was inaugurated by those who the several huudreth time the Argus has told
were opposed to a
popular government, and its readers of our abuse of Gen. McClellan,
wished to supplant such a government by one j and just as many times it has been
guilty ot
brsed on a lauded aristocracy and a servile
wilful and intentional falsehood. The Argus
population. He doubted the loyalty of any I knows the insinuation is basely false; that
intelligent man who would insist that this re- j from center to circumference, inside and outbcllion was caused by the election of Abraham
side, and on all sides, it is a false, willul, and
Lincoln. The speaker traced the growth of j malicious untruth, told only to divert attenthe rebel spirit in the South, from the days of
tion from its own daily treason. We don’t say
nullification down to Its bloody culmination in
this in anger, or because of a disturbed spirit.
the attack upon Fort Sumter.
A paper which has "made its widest mark" by
Committee on permanent organization relying, and which is better known as the “Lyported as follows, and the report was unani- in'i Argus." than by any other name, aud
mously adopted, to wit:
which has been denounced in the Legislature
President, Charles J. Gilman, of Bruns- by its oten party friends for Its malignant laiscwick.
hoods,lias no power tojottle us a hair's breadth
Vice Presidents, Rensellcar Cram of PortIt is a paper that for years has slunk in the
land, Geo. A. Frost of Sanford, Chas. C. Cobb nostrils of all loyal and honest men, aud lrom
of Pownal, John H. Goodenow of Allred, and
whose teachings a patriot would turn as a good
Arthur McArthur of Farmington.
man would from a moral pestilence.
It is a
Secretarii s, M. A. Blanchard of Portland.
paper taken by nearly every suspected man in
Srtli E. Bryant of Kcnnchunk, and L. W.
the State, and they swear by it. with infinitely
Small of Cornish.
more reverence thau they would by the "holy
The Committee on Credendials reported evevangelists." We tliauk ^t sincerely, and a
thousand times, for its slurs at the Press. It
ery towu in the district fully represented, by
205 delegates. The reading of the names
|s the highest complimeut it can possibly oiler
were dispensed with.
to us—the best passport it can give our paper
The following gentlemen were
appointed a to the hearts of the people.—and if tee should
Committee on Resolutions, to wit: Charles
be so unfortunate as to receive one single
L .J.::
Portland. John H. Goodenow of Alword of its approbation, the first thing we
t'- i. MarahaU Crura of Brunswick, James M.
thould do would be to examine our reckoning
SiUM of Kennebunk, George Libby of Westo make sure we were not off the track. And in
brook. and Theo. Wells of Wells.
•■losing we will say, simply, that It required no
It was now past 12 o’clock, and Hon. John
doption of the Republican creed, no coinerone

of its characteristic

the

and

peared

also the exact

noticing

blance to the

statistics,

same

in the

forth in every number of the Press. The ability with which it is conducted entitles it to a

high plarc in the scale of journalism, while its
manly and patriotic devotion to the principles
of liberty places it as much above papers like
the Argus as the heavens are high above the
Our friend’s friend may act upon his

earth.”

suggestion.
—

When the

slightest

riotous

spirit
playing

has

been excited against men who are
into the hands of traitors, a certain class of papers have nearly split their throats in denounc-

ing the violation of law and order, and in giving expression to their regard for the legal
and constitutional rights of all men. A few
days since a riot occurred in Brooklyn, because
lew colored men—“contrabands”—were

a

ployed to perform certain labor, and

so

em-

far the

class of papers referred to have not been heard
from. They may have told of the riot caused

by

the

“nigyres,”

but not

mill

UUI

Now if this does not betray
able

coincidence,

a

enial

Ul

X

“ceusus” table.

his way for the purpose, and will
arrive here to-morrow afternoon.
on

regiment

is

to-day living paid the

State and town lionnties, and will receive the
pay from the United States, probably on Thurs-

day,

Major Bobie.

the hands of

at

It is believed that cities and towns which
may desire to escape a draft, will be permitted

respective quota of
troops by voluntary enlistments,
to

raise their

season;

nine months

if raised in
such troops, however, to be treated in

all respects as drafted men. But inasmuch as
these troops are to serve for the short period
of nine months, and as it is undesirable to encourage the payment of extravagant bounties,

probably no quotas
will be

of sneh cities and

towns

volunteers, to whom any
very considerable amount shall have been paid
as

received

as

bounty.

The quotas for eaefi city, town, and plantation in the State arc now being prepared in the

Adjutant

General’s

nounced In a few

office,
days.

and

will be

an-

by voluntary

enlist-

ments.

The company officers in drafted regiments
will be detailed from the corresponding officers
of the enrolled militia.

There will be no new

appointments.
Lieut. Lemout, who was wounded by a
Minie ball passing through his side, at the bat.
tie of Gaines’ UUI, and was conveyed to Iiichmond, and recently released, informs me that
the condition of that city, especially in a sanitary point of view, is very bad. He says that
in the tobacco factories, on Cary street, were
ten

thousand sick and wounded.

but few troops in Itiehmond,
to garrison the place.

There were

hardly

Two men were arrested in this
confined in

jail,

for

ed

instances

some

for he is

not

vary-

erate demand at 60556c

p bush. Stock very light.
quiet at 816 f ton, aud Fine
Feed 818. Canada Shorts are worth 817gl9, and
Fine Feed 822524.
GUNPOWDER.—We continue to quote Dupont’s
and Oriental Co's Rifie and Sporting at 85 50@7 25,
and Blasting 4 10g4 38.
HAY.—Screwed continues steady at 81251400 p
ton, and Loose 813514. The latter comes forward as
yet very slowly.
HIDES.—We continue to quote Slaughter &56c,
and Green Salted 81 1551 25. Calf-skins are moderately active at 9gl0c, and Green Sheep Pelts at 75
(590c.
HOPS.—The prices for nops are nominal. We
quote growth of 1961 at S16&17. The new crop
Portland Shorts

promises

we

will

to

that he don’t want us to

enticing

£IT”*Who

lock

show

believe.

SELECTED.

some

and

soldiers to

vance.

MOLASSES.—The market has been less active the
past week, though prices remain substantially the
same as at our last reports.
Inqtorters are firm at 29
a81 for Sweet Clayed and 32a 33 for Muscovado, and
2*>ft28 for Tart Clayed. 200 hhds. prime Muscovado
sold on Thursday at 32c. aud 70 hhds. Clayed at 29c.
Some 50

111th regt.; Win. IV. Morrell, East Livermore, 2d Lieut., and mustering officer, Co.
20th regt.;

Harry

M. Stinson, Auburn, 2d

Skirmisher.

Lieut. 5th regt.

Republican Convention.
Republicans of Knox County met at
Rockland on the 9lh inst.
T. R. Sitnonlon,
Chairman of County Committee, called the
Convention to order, aud nominated Samuel
L. Ilodgman of Warren temporary Chairman.
Hiram Bliss, Jr., was chosen temporary Secretary. Subsequently the temporary organiKnox

County

The

zation

made the permanent.

was

The Union Democratic Mass

which

called at

the

Convention,

hour, was a
stormy affair, and fluidly split into two organiwas

zations.

same

The Committees from the two

ganizations
ence

Grafton,

ceived

a

of Company B, of the

Bugler
Kegimcnt of cavalry, having

re-

n<*w

Republican Convention,

and

spicy discussion

between Simonton of
Coinden, and Cochran and Joseph Karwell of
Rockland, a Committee of one from each
after a

town, selected by the several delegations,

appointed

to

confer

the democratic

w

was

ith the Committees from

organizations

and see if

a

Union ticket could be agreed upon. After being out some three hours, the Committee re-

ported that they found good Union Democrats
Committees, but were unable to
agree upon a ticket with them, and asked to
tie discharged.
After some discussion, the
upon both

Committee of Conference
mittee to nominate

publicans
hi

a

was

ticket

chosen

composed

a

Comof

re-

and Union democrats and report
The Committee subse-

the Convention.

quently reported the following ticket which
was unanimously adapted.
X. A. Fnrwell of Rockland,
I
SenatoraGeo. A. Starr of Thon.aston, f
Geo. W. While of Rockland, Register of
Deeds.
I,. W. Hawes of Rockland. County Attorney.
S. W. Laughton of Appleton, Sheriff.
Aldcn Sprague of Rockland, Co. Treasurer.
Nathl. Alford of Hope. Co. Commissioner.
Messrs. Starr and

Sprague
Republicans.
Patriotic speeches were made by Hon. S. C.
Fessenden, W. P. Frye, Esq., of Lewiston, and
others. The Convention adjourned with three
cheers for the President, Gen. McClellan, Gen.
Berry, and our gallant soldiers.
crats, tile rest of the ticket

are

Union Demo-

within

our

nion,

o

returning

Knox county,

AILS.—We continue to quote 83 37>a 3 501> cask;
inside quotations favoring large purchasers.
NAVAL STORES.—-An advance of 50t£60c p gal.
has taken place on Turpentine within the past two
weeks, and we now quote 2 60 f» gal. Jersey Tar put
up in 3, 4 aud 5 gai. kegs is selling at 80ft66c. Wilmington Tar is scarce, selling in small lots at about 82
pgal. We quote rosin 315 £20, which prices are nearly nominal, as there is very little if any in this marour

Maine,

.is regiment on top of

t.

one

of the cars of tin

morning train, being from
Philadelphia, when in passing under acovered
bridge on the road between that elty and Wilmington, his head struck against a beam, fracturing the skull so as to cause his death within an hour. His body was brought to that
city and removed by the police to the dead-

ket.

Oakum remains steady aud

unchanged.

OILS.—There is a steadily increasing depiand for
Kerosene Oil, and prices have Anther advanced. The
Company now sell at 37jc in large lots, 40c in 6 bbl.
lots, and 42c f* gal. for single bbls. Whale refined
Oil remains firm at 68£64c. We quote Linseed 92ft
96c, and Boiled 9Sal 00 per gal,
ONIONS.—The market begins to be more amply
supplied with the new crop, which are selliug at 82

house at the Middle District Station. Willard
H. Lucas and Frank Savage, two of his comrades, remained in charge of the remains until
tlieir final

disposition.

of State Prisoners.—Nearly
prisoners who were confined in
Fort McHenry, on specifications already pub-

all the State

75

lished. have been forwarded to Fort Warren.
The accommodations at Fort McHenry are

PRODUCE.—New Potatoes are now selling quito
freely at 1 26* 1 37 |> bbl., or 40a45c f> bush. The
stock of did is exhausted, and we discontinue quotations.
Eggs now sell Rom country carts at

too limited for

prisoners.
£JT*The Skowhegan Clarion learns that a
part of the Board of Selectmen of Cambridge

is

tiie

Twentieth.—Our at-

tentive

correspondent at Augusta telegraphed
last night that Dr. N. F. Monroe of Belfast,
was appointed
Surgeon of the Twentieth Regiment.

j

Stanford has been got off
rocks and towed to East Boston, where
will probably be repaired.

£2F'”The
the
she

aud

from

soiling by

the

at

stores

12}c

dozen.

per

Veal

from the wagous at 4$c, from
Spring Lamb at 6ft9c. Fresh Beef
carcass

6ft6c.
by
quarter is worth 5ta,7£c.
PROVISIONS.—Pork is in fair demand at tho following quotations: Ex. Clear Pork 816 50f^l6.
Clear S14 50£15.
Mess f 12a 13. Prime $10 50tftll.
City packed Clear is held at 815 60ftlt>; Ex. Clear
815 6*iftl6; aud No. 2 Clear $14 * 15 60 ; Mess 811 50
§18 50; and Extra Mess 814ft 14 60. Beef continue*
scarce, and prices tending upwards.
We now quote
Chicago Mrs* 812*14. Hams have advanced, we
quote City Smoked 8>a9. There is a light supply of
Western in market, selling at 7j!ft8c.
PLASTER.—Soft is now selling at 81 OOia'l 66 p
ton, and Hard 8150, with a fair demand for shipping. We continue to quote Ground S5ft5 60.
the

such cases.
of

8 00 per bbl.

store at

that the Selectmen of Pittsfield refuse aid to
the families of soldiers now in the army. For
the honor of the State we hope there are no

Surgeon

*

12c.

refuse to draw tlieir warrant for money voted
by tile town as bounty to volunteers, and also

more

steamer

KCM.—Portland distilled has

recently advanced,

anticipation of the o|>erationof the
We now quote )2ft45c |> gal.

new reveuue

in

bill.

Sugars

New York amounting to some 26,000 hhds. since
opening of that port, has somewhat broken down
that market, as large quantities have been run off at
auction at jo jc decline, which has had the effect to
produce a re-action in this market, and price* have
receded during the week. We uow quote Crushed,
Granulated ami Powdered 12} * 13|c. The demand
has been less active, holders an* not urgent to sell except at fall prices as it is generally conceded that the
the

IT I. >. RICH.

For the week ending Aug. 13th, 1962.
Note*—We w ish it to be understood that onr quotations represent prices of large lota from first hands,
unless otherwise Stated, and that in Siting small ordera, higher rates have to be charged.

1

ASHES.—Roth Pota and Pearls remain quiet and
unchanged, at 5«*ic for I’ota, and 5Jc for Pearls.
APPLES.—New Crop Green Apples have not been
arriving as freely since transportation has been partially restricted, though prices have had a downward tendency, and sates are made at 2 2r>o.3 00
pr bbh; Dried Apples are quiet at 2o3c for Encored, 6«tie for fored, and 6u7c for Sliced: the

reaction does not establish

a

decline.

Portland Su-

!b.
gar Co’s prices are for A 8|, AA 8j
SALT.—Prices remain unchanged; the

light, aud there has been
tduce

our

no

stock

is

transactions to notice

last.

pr.r.i'i?.—air iu iit.i ik'iiibiiu an

mr

quote Herds Grass 82a_2 25, and
stock in market is ample for the season.
Western Clover 7j«8, and Red Top 83a3 25. CaBEANS.—There continues to be a fair demand I
narp Seed has declined and is now selling at 82 75 «'
for the use of the army at the following prices: Tea
3 00 |> bush.
Beans 83 a# 25 p bush.. Marrow 83 a3 12}. and Blue
SPICES.—The
market continues firm,
Spice
I’ods 62 76rt»3. The Stock in market has somew hat
aud prices for nearly all kinds are tending upImproved.
wards. Wo now quote Giuger 24u25c; Macc 666 70;
BREAD.—There Is a steady demand, with sales of
and Pepper 18620; Pimeuto 15«l6c; and Cloves
Pilot at 64 75'26. and Ship 63 7524
bbl. Cracker*
Nutmegs are very firm at 76680c i> lb.
24<»24$c;
re selling at $3 352,3 50 \> bbl., aud 35a40c
%> hunSOAP.—It will be observed in referring to our quo-

j

dred.

son

advances.

tations

TTER.—Country

Ball Butter has been

coming

place

We

elsewhere, that

a

geueral

advance has taken

all kinds of soap, iu consequence of the adon material.

on

limited supply, aud prices have ad| vance
We now quote food Family 17a,20c, and
TEAS.—All grades continue to maintain the same
Store 14:2.15c of which there is a very light stock.
tlrmuess that has characterized the market tor the
CHEESE.—Sale* continue to be made at 8f29c
past two or three weeks. Choice grades Oolong are
for New York and Vermont, and 8.2.9c for New.
selling at 70675c. Medium to Good, 60@fific; AnCountry Cheese comes in very slowly and prices arc
koi and lower glides 45 6 55c; Souchong 45660;
uoininal.
and Hyson, of which there is very little if any
COFFEE— AU descriptions remain firm, with
now in market, we quote 8oc^$l 00 $> lb.
an upward tendency from our following quotations,
TOBACCO —The market continues very animated,
to

market in very

vanced.

for Java

t>

27&28c,

There is

and Rio and St.

Domingo 21} va22}c

prices constantly improving, as large stocks
daily changing hands ou speculation. Choice
brands are readily taken at extreme prices. We

and

Mocha in this market, and quotations for that article are merely nominal.
CREAM TARTAR.—Dealers are firm at 35240c p
lb. the latter price being for strictly pure; sale* con*
I tv

lined to cash

no

are

quote 5s and 10s, best brands, ,rAa.56c. do. Medium 466 48c. do. Common 3&£42c. Half tbs, best
brands. 56(64j0c, do. Medium to Good. 48652c, and
Common 4&«45c; Natural Leal half lbs 76.«.8l i1 lb.
FREIGHTS.—No transaction in Cuba freights has
come to our knowledge during the week, except thal
of brig C. II. Kennedy chartered for Matauzas, at

chiefly.

Continues in moderate demand at
aud prices tending upwards, iu
consequence of the high rates of freights.
COAL.—Wc continue to quote White Ash, Lehigh
and Franklin at 87 252 7 50 p ton. The high prices
restrict the sale to a great extent, as many are holding off for lower prices.
CEMENT.—

9130^130 P bbl.,

CORDAGE.—All kinds Manilla remains Iirui at

81500 out.

ro-

chattered

COOPERAGE.—As we noticed in our review of
week, large orders Bom Cuba tor City
uade Shooks, has created a brisk demaud at improvd prices for City made Molasses llhd Shooks. We
ow quote city made Mola^es llhd Shooks and Heads
t 82 402.2 50, and Sugar do, 82 362 2 45,
Couuty do,
1 W®1 75. Dry Riff Shooks are worth 81 6021 75.
nd Hoops 21223, and prices still tending upwards.
DUCK.—The Portland Duck Co. have again aiado
n advance on their Duck.
Our quotations now
re for No. 3,38c; No,
10, 41c; Ravens Duck,

on

now

on

the

Portland, Ale.

steady,

Bi-Carb Soda and

and very much

same

terms.

Dentistry.—Dr. JtwJlAU UKALD, No. 241 Congress Street, first door east of 1st Parish Church,

1c.

advance

scarce

I-adtes Committee Rooms, open every afternoon
fVont 2 to 6 o’clock, where work w ill be found ready
for all w ho are willtug to assist.
augl2 lw

ist

an

continues

Brigs I.aurietta and Wenonah, and
schr. C. Mathews have been chartered for Sidney, C.
B., at 83 25 |> ton for Coal. The brig Essex now on
the way Bom Galway for Sidney, C. B., has been

prices. We quote Manilla Cordage 10}
rile, American lUJgf lie, and Russia Boltrope 14«
!4}C -p lb.

vV'e notice

Tonnage

much wanted.

•eut advanced

The demand has somewhat diminished.
DRUGS.—The market rules quiet aud prices

DIED.
In Union 8th inst, Kbcnezer Aldcn, Esq, aged 87
years 10 moa and 21 day*.
In Yorktown Hospital, Va. June 3, John B, son of
Capt Reuben and Hannah Fletcher, of Phipsburg,
aged 18 years.

OF OCEAN STEAMSHIPS.

SAILING

Mail* are forwarded by every steamer in the
regular lines. The steamer* for or from
Liverpool call at
Queenstown, except the Canadian line, which call at

Londonderry.

j

...

HEAD QUARTERS,
Aiijutast Uereral'8 Otnci,
Auuu8TA.Aag.il, 1862.
GENERAL ORDER, So. 28.
Th* Govuroor And r,„nm,m!,r-in.rhipf order#
end direct., that the orderly
ffergUAntf of tlie (ereral
companies of MiHtis enrolled by them renpeetlrely.
under the Act of the Uiielalure of March 19. 1862.
proceed forthwith to revlae their rolla and make out

ones in man her
following:
upon the blank* herewith furnished, in
addition to the names of those
already upon your
roll*, all other white male citizens resident or wing
within your company limits, of the age of eighteen
years ami under the age of forty-live years, with the
following exceptions, viz:
The Vice President of the United .States;
The officers, judicial and executive, of the United
iS’ates;
The members of both houses of Congress and their
respective officers; custom house officers and their
clerks: inspectors of exports; pilots, aud mariners
in the sea service of any citizen or merchant
within the United States;
Postmasters, assistant postmasters, and their clerks,
post officers, post riders, snd stage drivers in the care
and conveyance of the mail or the United tt tales;
ferrymen employed at any ferry on the post road;
artificers and workmen In the United States arsenals;
persons of tin* denominations of Quakers and Shakers; justices of the
court; ministers
supreme
of the
ordained according to the
usages of their denomination*, so long as such relation continues; and officers of the militia who have
been honorably
II. All persons claiming exemption on account of
disability, are nevertheless to be enrolled, and the
validity "of such claims will hereafter be determined
for that purpose.
by the proper officer
III. All persons resident within the company limits ot each orderly sergeant, who are now in the land
or navsl service of the United states, will be enrolled,
and opposite their name* mention made of that fiact.
IV. All persons claiming exemption from enrolment. on account of having beeu officers of the militia honorably discharged, must exhibit such discharges. or official certificates thereof, aud if improperly enrolled for want of such evidence, will hereafter
be stricken off. upon such claim* being substantiated.
V. The
roll* will resemble the originals, in exhibiting the name* in foil. ages, date* of
births, and such facts (if any) under tin* head of “Rein relation to each person, as it may be immarks.
portant to know.
VI.
Immediately upon completing thia supplementary roll, each order!v sergeant will forward a
copy thereof by mail to this office, aud at the same
time, will call "nnt Ins company in like msuner and
form as for electiou of officers, by giving not exceeding four days’ notice of the time ana place of

supplementary
I.
l’lacc

j,

employed

TO ARRIVE.

Bavaria.Southampton New York
City of Baltimore. Liverpool.New York.

July 30
July 30
31
York. Aug 2
York. Aug 8
9

Jura.Liverpool.Quebec.July
Scotia.Liverpool.New
Kangaroo.Liverpool.New

Europa.Liverpool.Boston.Aug

judicial

gospel, regularly

TO DKFART.

Etna.New York
Nova Scotian
Saxonia.New York..
Australasian.New York
Edinburg.New York..

Liverpool.Aug

.Quebec.Liverpool.Aug
Hamburg.Aug
Liverpool.Aug

Liverpool.Aug
Bohemian.Quebec.Liverpool.Aug
Arabia.Boston.Liverpool.Aug
Jura.Quebec.Liverpool.Aug

9
9
9
13
16
16
20
28

FOREIGN IMPORTS.
MATANZAS. Brig Thos Connor—236 hhd* sugar
J S Miller—1 hhd 1 box do Geo S Hunt.
TRINIDAD. Sch Campbell-276 hhd* 26 tierce* 25
brls molasses E Churchill A Co—2 brls do master.
ST JOHN NB.
Sch Banner—750 hackmatack
kueea W A WW Brown
Sch Alwildm—596 31 shiugles order.

discharged.

appointed

supplementary

•*

In the P R

PASSENGERS.
Curtis, from Havana—Dr Richards.

MINIATURE ALMANAC—Wednesday, Aug 13.
Suu rises, morn.5 2 1 Length of days..14 5
Suu sets, eve.7 7 3ioon rises. H 34
High Water, morn.12 15

|

meeting.

VII. At such meeting of said companies, said Orwill cause a draft lobe made from
their commands, of such nnmher as shall be designated by this department,no*ice of which will be given in future orders, with instructions in relation to
the manner and form of said draft.
VIII. When, from the ahsenee of said Orderly
Sergeants, or other cause, said duty shall be neglected
by them, so that the revised rolls cannot be completed
and returned to this office in strict conformity with
these instructions, withiu ten day* from this date, tl a
C aptain, or commanding officer elect of such cocnpaniespor in default thereof, the Mayor and Aldermen
of cities, Selectmen of towns, and Asm nor* of plantations, are hereby charged with all the duties herein

derly Sergeants

ISTEAV s’

MARINE

FORT OF PORT LAX D.
Taesdny, Aaagaat 12.
ARRIVED.
BrigThos Conner, York, Matauras 29th nit. Left
in port, barks Linda. Hewitt, for New York 2
days;
( has F>!win, tor do 7 days; Mallie Metcalf, Snowman, for do 9 days; brigs Anuondalc, Tildcu, for do

3

days; Col

W

Coggins, ding.

Brig 1* K Curtis, Ctiadwefl, Havana 29th tilt.
Brig Mary C Mariner, Mariner. Philadelphia.
Sch Campbell, (of Cherry field) Fickett, Triuidad

specified.

IX. Reasonable compensation will be made for
prompt and feitlifu! discharge of these duties.
By order of tb© Commander-in-Chief.

19tli ult.
Sch Dresden. Colbeth, ghnlee NS for New York.
Sch Banner, (Br) Thorn. St John NB.
Sell Alwilda. (Br) Bisect, St John NB.
Sch Comet. Johnson. New York.
Sch Cvrus Chamtierlain. Sturgis, Albany.
Sch Maracaibo, Henley. Boston.
Sch Oriole, llamor,
Steamer New Lnglaud, Field, 8t John NB.

the

HODSDOJT,
Adjutant General.

JOHN L.
a13d8t

Kastport.

CLEARED.
Sch John Bull, (Br) McDonald, Pictou, James L

Farmer.
Sch Stag, (Br) Macumbcr, Lingan CB, master.
Sch July, Patterson, Bangor, master.
Steamer New England. Field, Eaetport,C C Eaton.

SAILED—Wind N, ship

C

B Haze!tine.

flf-Ship

Hornet was taken up at New
Sau Francisco at 239,000.

York for

£3T*Seh E K Kane
ter 4th inst for 917KL

was

sold at auction at Glouces-

Per steamship Scotia, at New York—hr Telegraph.
Ar at Shanghae June 2. Juventa,
New
Y ork Dec 28.
Ar at Hong Kong May 28, Firing Childers, Leslie,
Ssn Francisco.
Ar at Manila May 39, Orpheus, Gorham, Ban Francirco April 6.
sailed 39th. Florence, Wadsworth. New York.
Passed Anjier June —, Nestor, Howes, fm Batavia
for Boston; Sumatra. Kinsmau, Manila for New
York.
Sailed from Calcutta June —, T B Wales, Lincoln,
Boston.

Young,

FOREIGN PORTS.
brigs Annie, for PhiladelJohnson, from New York,

At St Thomas 25th ult.
phia next day; Dunkirk,

disg.
At Jercmie 22d ult, brig Candace. Snow, for Boston 7 days; sch Abby Bradford, Gallagher,from New
Y’ork, ar 18th.
At Sagua 29th ult. bark Tycoon, Lewcv, for Phifade'.phia next day; brigs Ocean Wave. Morton, from
Boston, just ar; Stella. Libby, for Portland 5 days.
Ar at St Johns NF 16th ult, schs Morning Star,
Graham. New York ; 24th, L B I’sher, McKenzie, do;
26th, John Morris, do.
At Musquash NB 6th iust, ship Charlemagne,
Brown, from Boston.
Cld at Chatham NB 3l*t ult, ship Muscongus, MeFillan, Liverpool.
Ar at St John NB 8th inst, brig Orlando, Kavana-.'h. Now Bedford; sch Julia. Anderson, Portland.
Cld 7th, bng Triad, Mitchell, Philadelphia; sch
Braunon, Thorne, Portland.
SPOKEN.

■7* Middle »U Portland.

BAHHE&L LAHD8CAPES,
Flowers, Seroll Work, Ac.
all
4w_

SIGHS,

Figures,

To Capitalist*.
are hereby solicited till the

1st of Sepa loan of nineteen hundred dollars
the town of Cumberland, for a term of yean, with
interest payable semi-annually.
N. L. HUMPHREY Treasurer.
Cumberland Center, August 12, 1*3.
alftcodlwd It wit

PROPOSALS
tember, for

to

O'

™

SACKS Liverpool Salt iSoat an* la
store for sale

al3d2w

Liverpool.

DOMESTIC PORTS.
NF.W ORLEANS. In port 29th ult. ships Brazil,
J P Whitney, Ohio. Merchant. It D Shepherd, and
George Washington: harks Eagi*\ Suliote, Harvest
Horn*-. Gan Eden, Exeter; brigs Planet. Emma, and
Darien; schs Henry Nutt, S P Stickney, Elizabeth
English. John Gilpin. Charles Deunis, Anna, Ellen
Townsend, and Fovert King.
SHIP ISLAND, lu port 23d ult. brig Ida McLeod.
ar ltfth, w tg orders.
Kunuell*. from
In port 31st. bark A Manderson.
KEY’ WEST. Cld 31st, barks Indian Belle, l*artridge. New York; 1st inst, Tahiti, Higgs, do; 4th.
John Pay son. Terry, Philadelphia; 5th, brig Redwoml, Bovle. Cardens*.
BALTIMORE. Cld 8th, barks Mondamin.Farrell,
Rio Janaim and a inkt Ague*. Thompson.Cardenas.
A Iso cld 9th, bark* Hugh Birckbead, Gayle, Rio
Janeiro; Edward Hill. Arey, Boston; brigs t^ueeu of
the South, Chapman, Bahia: Rio Grande, Green leaf,
Boston; Forest State. Harriinau.do; sch Alice Mowe,
Townsend. New Orleans.
Sailed lOtb. ship K C Wiuthrop, Havre; harks
Mondamin. Kio Janeiro; Agnes, Cardenas; sch Alice
Mowe, NT*w Orleans.
PHILADELPHIA. Cld 9th, sch Willow, Parkeo,
Saco.
NEW YORK. Ar l«)th. ship Excelsior, Swift, Liv35; bri£ Faustina. Berry, Sagua 29th ult; schs
Warren A Gni, Bor4Mt, GtWUwl' ia St Thomas;
Boundary, Avery, Machias; Evelyn, Crowley. Addi-

by

DANA *

CO.

Lost.
TICKET CASE.containing Rat I rood Paaoca, *sued to J. A. Plack, Agent Penn Railroad.—
Finder will be rewarded by leaving same at Eastern
Express Co.’s office. Exchange 8t.
d8t
Portland, Aug. 13.1*3.

A

July 15. lat 37 55.

Ion 27 94, bark Susan A Biaisdell.
Eaton, 23 days from Leghorn for New York.
July 31, lat 42 59, Ion 55 24. ship City of Boston,
Sears, 12 days from Boston for
Aug 6. 40 mile* E of Nantucket, ship Compromise,
from New York lor Liverpool.

Salt.

Liverpool
Qfinn
r\ f

Found.

ON

and

Street,

Green

a sum

of Mohky. which the ownat 149 Commercial street,

by calling
proving ownership.
er can

have

H.

al3d3t

II A Y.

H.

Philadelphia,

of New Orleans

at

Review of the Mnrket.

BI

...

In this city 11th inst, by Rev D M Graham, George
F llanna to Martha A Putney, of Portland.
In Cape Elizabeth 11th, by Rev L D Strout, Mr
David P Hayes to Miss Lizzie Paul, both of C E.
In Brunswick 10th, by Rev L D Strout, Sir Henry
M Dunning to Miss Lucy A Curtis, botii of B.

tariff.

N

furlo n«h to visit his widowed mother

in the town

or-

asked for a Committee of Confer-

from the

qualities sold

SUGARS.—Large arrivals

Lieut.,

K,

60 hhds. various

to

quotations, during the week.
METALS.—Tin Plates have further advanced:
Char. I C we no* quote 811 a 11 50; I X do. 812 76ft
13 26; aud Coke 89 26*9 50, All kinds of metals are
tending to higher prices, under the operations of the

desert.
The following military appointments have
been made since my last:
I)r. Henry L. K. Wiggin. Auburn. Surgeon
I7tli regt.; Everett M. Whitchouse,China, 1st

Laths, Pine

range of

first Maine

MARRIED.

at 81155120

selling at 9*9Jc, mud kegs 9J.^10c. The market
is characterized with considerable firmness at the ad-

Fatal Railroad Accident.—We learn
from the Baltimore American that Edmond

sufficient

city,

75. and Clear Pine 82 7&q3.

selling at 81 8751 62. and Spruce

now

Mr.

Chief

19,.112$
.do.112?
800 .do.iuj
12,694 American Gold.113$

are

LIME.—New Rockland continues in steady active
demand and prices unchanged at 66£70c ip cask.
LEATHER.—All descriptions are in fair request at
our following quotations: for New York Medium
weights 22 * 24jc, and Heavy do. 22j £24; Slaughter
Wax I^eather we now quote 16a 17c.
LARD.—Prices have recently advanced. Bbls.are

or.”

was

Extra

MAINE.

1.328

Spruce is worth from 810a 12; Hem-

inactive.

B., after going into
I convention with Gen. Jameson, anil being run
against him, and fairly defeated, allow himself
! to stand as a candidate in opposition to Gen.
j J.? That would not betray the “soul of hon-

C.

firm at

from the cars is selling at 81 2&al 37.
and Spruce do, 81 15a 1 26, and Eastern Pine from
vessels 81 0051 10, and Spruce 80c. Hack me tack
Timber we quote at S&alO p ton. Ship knees, 4 to
12 inches, 15 a 60 V inch. Box Shooks 46 to 60c, and

a

Bradbury. But will

OF

60.do.'. ’, .106*

Canada Pine

presumed

us

824.

are

88<£l0. Clapboards, Heart

82 600.8
are

very common question. One of
to be inside of the ring, said
that the lot would fall upon Hon. Bion

those
to

AND

yield.

abundant

selling at
830«32; Clear do 820528; No. 1, 812a 14; Sap,
Clear S23525; Spruce Extra are worth 812ft 15, and
No. 1 819511. Shingles, Extra Piue are quoted at

will the Danaites nominate for

Governor? is

an

improved prices, and
are looking for an immediate advance on all
grades,
as the duties are now
being increased.
LEAD.—Pig and Sheet Lead is firm at $7 76&8
for Pig, and 959 26 for Sheet and
Pipe.
LUMBER.—We quote Shipping Lumber from the
yard at 312514, aud No. 1 Pine, 836 p M, No. 2 831.

believe

even

STATE

237.do.112}

are

IRON.—Dealers

quest,” and withholding it too, just long
enough to give time to copy from the Press if
he had desired to do so; tee beliete it all, we

things

lots

chiefly to

Wednesday at 64c, and 600 do. at 65c, and on
Thursday 600 bush, sold at 65c. The stock in market
is not large.aud is being rapidly reduced. Oats in mod-

We believe every word he says about
the publication on a sheet, and his possession
of it, and his withholding it, “by special re-

to, and,

prices unchanged.

on

this: that Bro.

us

remain dull and

Trade has been coufined
of various grade**

and No. 3

believe all he wishes
how credulous we are,

ADVERTISEMENTS.

1,007 U. S. Coupons, August

follows: 2s

as

GRAIN.—Com is very firm at improved prices.
We now quote Western Mixed 64g6Gc, and Southern
Yellow 66.568c. 3000 bush. Old Western Mixed sold

friends.

some

Herring

small

Dingley says,
depredate upon his
to forage upon his

or

for New Mackerel

bbls. do. at 85 60.

Bro.

the man to

neighbor’s premises,

quotations

a

future, and it is generally conceeded that prices
have reached the lowest figure. There were sales on
Thursday of 100 bbls. Western Extra at 8537}, and 60

Dingley, copying
“printed sheet,” previously published for the use of the class, and
for some days in his possession, should have
exactly, and with mathematical precision, followed our transposition, selected precisely
what we had selected, omitted exactly what
we had omitted—some facts of equal
importance with those given—italicised what we had
italicised, and varied the language precisely as
we had varied it, and all done
by mere accident—by mere chance! Hereafter weshall not
be able successfully to dispute the doctrine of
chance-work so unblushing!)’ asserted by the
as

notice

NEW

6.500 ..do... g#
SO United State* 7 3-10 Treasury Notes....
108
22.500 .do.
i,2
i*oo.do..
;;;ji3
20,000 tT. S. Certificate* of Indebtedness.&*■
96 United States Demand Notes.

the

a

scoffer and the infidel.
Of course, it was all

we

The firmness in the western markets and the favorable news from Europe has imparted a confidence for

ing the language, (for brevity sake) and thus
prepared, we sent it to the Press by mail, and
when in his room in one of the College Halls,
we returned to Mr. Mattocks his manuscript,
we also handed him some
copies of the Press
containing the printed statistics.
from

which

FLOUR.—Price* rallied toward the close of last
week, and dealers were very firm at our quotations,
and less anxious to sell except at improved prices.

Removal

No recruiting papers will be Issued by the
Adjutant General, except to the military and
civil officers of the cities and towns which may
propose to raise their quota

ue our

“Chronicles,” and when leaving the “Old Oak
Tree” we politely invited the young olRcer to
oan his manuscript lor the purpose of
copying
the statistics, or “Census,” as Bro. Dingley has
it. He proposed to copy them for us. but instead, handed us the manuscript, which we
carried to Bath, and that evening copied from
it, not the whole of his statistics, but selecting
such portions as we deemed of most interest,
transposing them, placing in the front what
he had used last, italicising certain words not
italicised in the copy, in

for Dried Fruit remain

ou

Broker’s Board. Boston, Aug. 12.
6 Boston and Maine Railroad .1124
162 Eastern Railroad..70
7,000 tuited States Coupon Sixes (1881).
99

86 50.O.7 00; 3s 84 50&5 00, and 4s 83 25 p brl. Smok-

present when Lieut. Mattocks delivered his

ITJIUIIUl'lH.

Capita).
ArousTA, Ang. 12, 1862.
Editors Prkss:—The four regiments in the
State are still only awaiting the paymaster.—
As soon as they are paid, they will he ready to
march. Maj. Frederic Bobie, paymaster in the

The. 16th

remark-

will never copy another
The facts are these: We were
we

UKllilNAL

Letter from the Mate

army, is

most

are now

steady, except for Raidecided advance, aud now
quote Bunch Box S3 40 53 60, and Layers S3 6253 88
p box.
FISH.—Cod are coming in slowly. The demand Is
good, and offerings are taken up readily. We contin-

word of reproof of

a

m

prices

sins

have hail it in our possession some days and
withheld it till this week by special request 1

those who mobbed the free laborers.
M

resem-

Press, we asked Bro. Dingley
them, to which he replied

Now the “coincidence” is

£^**A friend in Bowdoin writes, in a business letter, “For myself
permit me to say that
I wish every heart throughout the length and
breadth of our devoted country might be inspired with the lofty patriotism which breathes

has further advanced, and
asking 81 60@1 65 lt> lb. ( ampbene
has declined, we now quote 82 GO t> gal., and Burning Fluid to 96c®31 pr gal.
FRUIT.—-The market continues to he daily replenished with many articles of New Green Fruit, and
prices range high. Lemons continue to command
high prices; we now quote 87@7 60 pr case. The
dealers

they had ap-

as

Camphor

quote 6}3)6Jc.

The Portland Press is informed that the
“Census of the class of ’62" was published on
a sheet for the use of the class, and that we

was

pledge*

4
3
7
6

The County Committee will be in session at the
New City Hall, August 19, at 8 o’clock, A. M.
The Chairmen of the several town Committees are
requested to forward the name* of their delegate* to
the Chairman of the County Committee as soon as
they may be choeen.
Benj. Kingsbury, Jr.,
Clement Phivney,
Lcke Brown,
O. G. Cook,
Elbrtdoe G. Wioo,
Daniel Elliot,

July 29, 1862.

v nnnmvtv »r Smut

Revolted, That this Convention, fully realizing the
disturbed condition of our common country, by the

6

Windham,
Yarmouth, 6.

k iiiv

declared unanimously nominated to represent the First Congressional District in the 38th Congress.
The Committee on Resolutions, through
their Chairman, reported the following resolutions, which were received with applause and
unanimously adopted, to wit:

delegate
delegate

Baldwin,

„„,i

Berwick,

ensuing

in addition lor the first fifty
for each one hundred votes
(abovefifty), and one delegate when the fraction exceeds
cast for the Uepublican candidate
for Governor in 1861, namely:
one

votes, and

0 10 11
8
7
196 194 196 193 189
99 98 99 97 95
74 69 73 84 96
75 85 87 8S 81
1
2
38 32 29 10
6
2
9
4
1
6
5
5
2
1
2
1

On motion of Edward Fox, Esq., of Portland, the last report of the Committee was ac-

Sheriff,

County

choice,

John Lynch,
Warren H. Vinton,
Josiah II. Drummond,
Edward P. Weston,
John B. Brown,
Leonard Andrews,
John II. Goodenow,
Sewall N. Gross,

requested

a

for

John N. Goodwin,

suppression

Also to elect
year.

accepted,

John Lynch, Portland; Sewall N.
Gross, New Gloucester ; John D. Lincoln,
Brunswick ; John A. Waterman. Gorham ;
Daniel Stimson, Biddeford fltleorge H. Knowlton. Alfred; M. F. Wentworth, Kittery.

For County Attorney,
Knox.L. W. HOWES, of Rockland.

County Attorney,
Four Senators.

and the report was

to wit:

For Sheriffs,
Aroostook. ...WILLIAM SMALL, of Fort Fairfield.
Kennebec.JOHN HATCH of Augusta.
Knox.S. W. LAUGHTON, of Appleton.
York.GEORGE GOODWIN, ofWclls.

at 10

adjourn-

following gentlemen were appointed a
to nominate a Congressional District Committee for the ensuing two years, to
wit: Levi Cram, Bridgtou; S. R. Jackson
Brunswick; Sewall C.Chase,Portland; James
Morton, Hollis; Mark F. Wentworth, Kittery.
This Committee subsequently reported for the

of Gardiner.

Republican faith, to give us the
Argus above expressed, or to
lead us to give utterance to such opinions, for
we have uttered the same
opinions over and
over again, while conducting a
leading Demoopinion of

and arc

The

For County Commissioners,
Aroostook... .THOMAS J. BROWN, of Hodgdon,
NATHAN S. LUFKIN, of Eaton Cr’t.
■Kennebec.EZEKIEL HUBBARD,Knox.NATH'L ALEuKD, of Hope.
■York.DIMON ROBERTS. ofLvman,
ALFRED HULL, of Shapleigb.

inating

to

Committee

l'ELEu F. LIKE, of Favette.
D EN N IS L. Ml LLI K EN, of Waterville.
Knox.NATHAN A. FA K W ELL. of Kocklaud.
GEoKgE A. S I AUK. of Tbomastou.
York.JOHN WENTWORTH, of Kitterv,
GIDEON TUCKER, of Saco,
LUTHER SANBORN, of Parsontficld.

The

it on the

The Convention met according to
ment, the President in the chair.

Senators,

WOODS,

lay

AFTKRNOON.

Aroosto'tk. ..ISAAC HAC'KEK, of Fort Fairfield.
Kennebec.

motion to

proceed to vote for a candidate for Congress at two o’clock, and then the
Convention adjourned to that hour.

For Bepn\ ,«tativc* to CongreM,
First Dutrict JOHN N. GOODWIN,ofS.Berwick.
Ascend District SIDNEY lT.tilt AM. of Paris.
Third District .J AMES c. BLAINE, of Augusta.
Fifth District. I'lli.IJll li IC A. 1'IKE, of Calais.
Old Second District—rrscancy,
A. D. i

but after half an hour’s de-

bate consented to a

ABNER COBURN,

THO,-

spirit,

Mon to the

aug7dly

PHYBfriAW and SruotOY.— H. A. LAMB. M. D.,
Office, corner of Congress aud Chestnut Streets,
Portland, Ate.
Particular attention paid to Surgery, includaug7—6md
ing diseases of the eye and ear.

JUNCTION OF FREE AND MIDDLE STS.,
-DEALER IH-

erpool

son;

Anii,-Portland.

11th, ships Cncle Joe, Pinkham. Cardiff;
Sunrise. Irvine, Valencia; Janie* liovey, Spear, BosAlso

ar

upuuiti,

nrimiKwi!,

nai u<iuuvn

u mw,

Rogers, Newberu NC; brig Hvdia. Harnman, Bordeaux ; sch Julia A Hallock. Bailer, Port Royal SC.
Also ar 12th, ship Robert Treat, Londonderry.
( id llth.
Naples, Strout, London; barks Am
Eagle. Peck. Marseilles; Lucy A Nickels, Ford, Glasgow; brig Fannie Lincoln,' River*. Dublin; schs
Martha. Lambert. Malaga; A F Uniiell, Snow, Curacoa; E G Sawyer, Dobbin. Elizabethport.
Alsocld 9th, ship BF Hoxie, Crary. San Francisco.
PROVIDENCE. Ar llth, schs Henry Clav, Blairdell, Franklin; Sea Bird. Clark, Cherryfleld: Ran-•
*om, Haskell, Calais; Michael. Smith. Bangor for
Pawtucket; Avon. Park*, and Galena. Smith, Bangor: Jacob Raimoud, Long. Gardiner for Pawtucket
NEWPORT.’ Ar l'.tth, sen Maiue, Brown. South
Kingstou for Calais or New York, according to wind.
Also ar 10th, sch Rocket. DtxjRangor to discharge.
Also ar llth, sch Oraloo, Prcssey, Calais to discharge.
Sailed 10th schs Brazos, Ellen Mernman, Corene,
Baltimore; ami others.
NEW BEDFORD.
Ar llth, sch Belle Creole,

ship

Cousins, Bangor
Also ar llth, sch A M Edwards, Edwards, Phila-

delphia.

Sailed llth. sch Marv Elizabeth, Chase, New York.
Also sailed 10th, bark Gen Scott. Phinney, Calais.
FALL RIVER. Ar 10th, sch L A Bayle*. Bayle*,
Georgetown DC.
Sailed 9th. sch Allan Downing, Rice. New York.
SOMERSET. Ar llth. sch Argus, Crowley, New

York.
BOSTON. Ar llth. bark Betsena, Wood. Malaga
June 26; schs Susau, Sears, Baltimore; Four Brother*. Carlow, aud Convov, Cook, Calais; Auaconda,
Hurd, Bangor; Santa Maria, Gould. Freeport.
Also ar 12th. brig* Rockingham, Cptou, Miragoaue
Julv 26; It W Packer. Stmlley.Capc flaytien 31*t ult;
J West. Hardison. Cardenas'; Jeseio Rhynas,Pendleton, Pictou sch* Ocean Bud, Poweis, Jeremie; Erie,
Gilley, Avlesfbrd TCS; Harriet Smith, Kellev. New
York; Don worth, Bradbury. Machias; Rush, Patten,
Surry; Pilgrim. Kellev. ami Revolution, Kelley,
Jonesport; Oracle. Mitchell, and Pilot, Richardson,
Tremout; Clarinda, Ameo, York.
In the Bay, barks Manchester, Umm Africa; Ocean
Bride, from*-.
Cld llth. bark May *«*•*". Fanning. Weal Coast
of Africa; schs J C Calhoun, Murch, Pictou; Juliet,
Crosby, liar*rt>«l
Also cld 12th, ship Eastern Star, Neallv.New York
to load for Sau Fiancisco; bri^ Lanzafotte, llarriman. Mauti/as; sch Citizen, Wallace, Portland via
Wevmouth.

NtWBCKYPORT. Sailed llth, sch Melrose. Kent,
Bangor.
PORTSMOUTH. Ar 10th. sch* Mary Ann. G ;ant.
Pictou: llth, Phenix, Hamilton, St George NB.
Sailed 10th, sch Quail, Brewster. Rockland.
BANGOR. Ar 10th, ship Cavalier. Crockett, Boston ; brig Fannie Bartlett, Butler, Portland.
Also ar llth, brig Waccatnaw, Nichols, Portland
sch* Maria Lunt. Boynton, and
Express, Wentworth, New York.
BATH. Ar llth, sch Granville, Morton, Boston.
to load for

Tortuga*;

Fine Chemicals, Pure Drugs,
GENUINE MEDICINES,
ENGLISH, FRENCH ANI A URIC AH PEREIIEM,
AND FANCY

GOODS.

APOTHECARIES' GLASS WARE, FOREIGN
LEECHES, SURGICAL INSTRUMENTS.
TRUSSES, SUPPORTERS. BRACES.
ELASTIC STOCKINGS, »e.

PAINTS, OILS,

VARNISHES,

AND DYE-STUFFS,
KEROSENE OIL,
And all other article*
l’aint establishment.

LARD OIL,

usually kept In

a

Drag

and

State Agent for DAVIS k KIDD S MAGNETO-ELECTRIC MACHINES
eodhwtoctl

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.
F.ASTPORT, CALAIS * St. JOHN.

Change of

the Ways of

Nailing.

From and after date, until farther
notice, the new steamer “ifl» England," Carr. K. Mklp. will leave
Railroad Wharf, foot .State Street, every Tuesday ami
Friday, at ft o’clock. I*. M., for Eastport, Calais and
St. John
Returning, will leave 8t. John, every Monday and
at 8 o’clock.
Thursday morning,
g%r- Positively no freight received after 4 o’clock
of
the
dav
on
I*. M
«ailihg.
August 4. ISt3. al2 dtf C. C. EATON, Agent.

Shirts,

Shirt*.

GENTLEMEN,
want

yon
IFleave
your

a cheap
measure

ami perfect fitting shirt, pleas*
for Mrs. A. MOvTOTT's cele-

brated Oval Yoked Shirts, made ftom the best cloths,
and good custom work, at the very lowest prices,
or Re mem her the place,
MRS. A.

MOFFOTT*8,

No.
Market Square,
Orders respectfully solicited by Mrs Moflbtt. who
will pay personal attention to the same.
aul’idtf

%

—*

MATTERS ABOUT TOWN.

TELEGRAPHIC

«”"Col
Ighth Begiment,
leaves this

was

morning

Hilton Head.

in town

join

to

PORTLAND DAILY

yesterday, anil
regiment at

Col. B. came home

on

a

short

J^=Maj. Mann arrived in this city
Monday of this week. He will return
Washington in a few days.

at

on

to

course, premature.
the
the

army.
are

indebted to Mr. Jas. H.

Morris,

for late St. Johns pa-

Express,

pers.

Cuhiotts Notion.—A stranger in this city
took a queer idea into his head to step into the
Chief Marshall's office, and under the guise of
seeking for information, chose to introduce
language of an unbecoming character. The
Marshal, surprised at the audacity of the fool-

fellow, answered his questions pleasantly,
but at the same time did not much
eujoy the
spirit of vituiieration manifested, and
ish

Last night

At

this,

defiance flashed

from the eyes of the unwise stranger, and
oaths rolled from his tongue. Up jumped the
Chief of Police, and off started the
intruder,
bounding o’er the sidewalks of Myrtle Street
like a frightened deer. One pair of legs, however were no match for six pair
belonging to
the Marshal and his posse, and in consequence
the man was brought back, aud accommodated
with a cage.

“Daniel in the lion’s den, few

days, few days.”
Supreme

OOODEXOW.

August, 12,1802.
In the case of the State vs. P. Me Glinchey
et al. indicted for riot, the former plea having
been withdrawn and a plea of guilty, entered,
the Court decreed a flue of one dollar, without

a

charge

arraign-

of drunkenness and disturb-

Fined three dollars and costs each.—

ance.

Paid.

Angelia Moulton charged with petty larceny,
was found guilty and sent over for
sixty days.
Catharine Caughlin was brought before the
Court for drunkenness and disturbance.
charged for want of evidence.

Dis-

LATEST BY EVENING PAPERS.
Casualties in the late battle—75,000 rebels advance to Malvern Ilill—Gen. Pope advancing—Ho fighting at present on James Hirer
—George Francis Train imprisoned in

England.

New York, August 12.

The Times’ correspondent says that in the
late battle more than one half of the men of
the 28th N. Y. regiment were killed and
wounded. Col. Connelly commanding was
mortally wounded; Lieut. Col. Brown and the
Mgjor are both wounded, and there is not a
captain of a company left to the regiment. The
10th Maine regiment lost about 150 killed and
wounded. The 5th Conn, suffered similarly,
besides losing Col. Chapman, who was taken
prisoner. The 4th Pa. had hardly men enough
left to form a full company. Col. Knlpe was
wounded in the head and arm. but not fatally.
Lt. Col. Selfridge was slightly injured, and the
or was shot in the arm.
he correspondent of the Times, writing
under date of Army of the Potomac.lOthjtays
Gen. Hooker retired from Malvern Hill on account of 75,000 rebels being sent against him.
As yet no fighting of any consequence has
taken place on the soutli side of James river.
We have had a considerable force over there
for the past few days, anticipating that the
enemy would make his appearance. He does
not seem inclined to move toward our troops,
and according to information obtained from
authentic sources they still remain in the immediate vicinity of Petersburg. Three days
ago lt was thought by nearly all that an engagement would certainly take place within a
brief time on the other side of the river, and it
is somewhat singular that the rebels should
have allowed us to remain within so short a
distance of Petersburg without attempting to
drive us from the position. It is not probable
that any fighting will lake place for some time
uidess the enemy make the attack.

ing

•

New York,

the
ly where their front was at the close of Saturday’s battle, and skirmishing with ours immediately commenced. Their forces however
had disappeared from sight. At sunrise a rebel brigade supported by artillery, emerged
from the woods in front. Just as they got into line of battle Gen. Milroy opened on them
with his battery of Wizard guns, which seemed to take off an entire company or two, the
rest instantly taking to their heels for cover in
the woods. Shortly afterwards Geu. Bayard
who continued in the extreme front scouitng
to the right aud left with cavalry, reported
them filing in free in both these directions, as
though aiming to flank us on !>nth sides. Gen.
I

Iiuiuruiiturij ui.-^iin

uvu

mur-

that the rebels had been there, but had left.
They made reconnoisances in every direction,
and met the rebel pickets on every road.

Ou the 7th insL our pickets on the road to
Slandsville hail a skirmish losing one killed
and three wounded.
On tue 8th inst. the 1st
Maryland regiment
hi d another skirmish on the Orange Court
House road in which they lost live killed and four
wounded and about a dozen prisoners.
They
were then reinforced by the 1st Michigan
regiment. when tiie rebels were driven back to
the Kapidan. A strong reconnoisance was
made the same evening to the
Kapidan on the
Orange ltoad, and a skirmish was going on
without loss, when orders came from (Jen.
Buford to return to Madison Court House.—
The parly got back at 6 o'clock on the morning oi the ilth inst. and found everything prepared for a retreat towards Sperryville, as the
rebels were approaching from
every direction.
The party reached Woodville in safely and
there camped, subsequently they pushed on
and arrived at Culpepper on Monday night.
The escape of this brigade is considered almost miraculous as they were surrounded on
nearly every side.

the
right, and Sigcl’s division to do the same. Gen.
ltayard with two regiments of the cavalry
brigade, was thrown in advance of Toweramil
the gallant Col. Dude of Bayard's command,
with his own Rhode Island and 1st Me. cavaliry was thrown in advance of our division of
observation on the left. At 11 o’clock A. M.
t was definitely ascertained that the purpose
o f the enemy could hardly be a flank movement; ere 2 P. M. the impression became general at Gen. Pope's head quarters on the field,
that instead of seeking to renew, the rebels
were either seeking a new' position on the rear
or skedaddling.
Gen. Pope telegraphed to
Washington on Monday that he had advanced
his own army that morning to the position
lately held by the enemy.
The Herald has the following from the recent battle field, dated Sunday, 10th: The firing was renewed this morning by daylight on
our side, hut it was not
responded to by the
rebels. Gen. Sigel has the advance, and was
this morning inspecting his position and prefor the day ’s work. Nothing important
has occurred. The wounded are being rapidly
moved away. Many were left on the Held.—
800 were in the hospitals and hotels, nnd private houses were being appropriated to their
use.
It Is reported that the enemy are making
a flank movement on us by way of
Surrayvtnd
the wagons are all being packed and horses
harnessed in. Gen. Burnside is said to be on
Jackson’s right flank.
on

Headquarters

Army ok Virginia. )
Cedar Mountain, 7.30 A. M.;
August 12, 1802. )
To Major Gen. Halleck.—The enemy has
retreated under cover of night, His rear is

paring

now

crossing

Court House.
in pursuit.

[Signed]

the Rapidan towards Orange
Our cavalry and artillery are

John Pope, Major Gen.

Washington, August

12.

Accounts from Culpepper, dated yesterday,

I

speaking of Saturday’s fight, says that so heavy
was the fire to which our
comparatively smail
force was exposed, the only wonder is that the
entire command was not
completely nnnihilat-

ed at the end of half an hour instead of bringing off so large a proportion at the expiration
of an hour and a half. The prisoners
report
that their own troops were mowed down
volunteers.
by
our tire like grass.
Three times were they reinforced. \\ hen our troops retired, they were
Cy~We are told thnt the time of meeting of too crippled to pursue. The prisoners also rethat, the heavy guns used
by the rebels
the Dana convention in this city, Is the anni- I port
: were of recent
English manufacture, with
of
the
celebrated
versary
Bangor Convention, English fixed ammunition. We lost but one
called by Messrs. Moses McDonald, Robert
gun. which was left lx-liiud in a ditch, spiked,
Elliot, Marcellus Emery, James II. Nichols, several horses having been killed. Col. Chapman of the 5th Mass., was shot in the
breast,
Henry Ingalls, Cyrus F. Sargent, and
and is probably dead. Lieut. Col. Stone fell
Two of the gentlemen named have since made
with many wounds. Major Blake fell, and if
a visit to Fort
Lafayette, by invitation from alive, is a prisoner. Adj’t Smith is wounded
or dead.
Mr. Seward.
Maj. Savage of 20th Mass., is believed to lie killed, as is also many captains and
lieutenants of the same regiment. Dr. Le2^-*Capt. Fletcher of Phipsburg, the death land was shot in the eye. The other regiments
of whose son we give in our obituary column
are not definitely beard from.
Stragglers from
to-day, has five sons and tw'o sons-in-law in the battle field to town have been arrested,and
our army, who were among the first to volunby to-morrow an accurate list of casualties can
teer for the defence of the flag.—Bath Times.
be obtained. Capt. (Jeo. Jarrett of Prince’s

|

others.

quired.

War Meeting.

Alexandria, Va., Aug. 12.
meeting was held iu this city
Speeches were made by several
distinguished gentlemen, ami the meeting was

A large war
this evening.

duty

Cui.peci-er, Ya., August 12.
The Cavalry Brigade under command of
Gen. Bufford, made a descent on Madison
Court House on Tuesday last. They found

lowers uivisiou

Nkw York,
August 12.
George Frnncis Train was imprisoned in
London on the 1st inst.,to prevent his embarking for America, where he intended to raise

Tito disturbance yesterdaywm the docks was
caused by the striking Irish and German laborers preventing others from working. The
rioters at one time overpowered the police.—
Tile chief and others were severely injured.—
Finally a number of leaders were arrested, but
not until revolvers were used. Two of the
rioters were dangerously wounded. The militia were ordered under arms, but were not re-

very enthusiastic.

From Tennessee.

Columbia, Tenn., Aug. 12, 9 A.M.
To lion. E. M. Stanton, Sec’y of War:

Maj. Kennedy, with two small companies of
the 1st Ky. cavalry, encountered the guerillas
in greatly superior numbers six times yesterday and last night, at various points below
Williamsport, defeating the enemy in each affair with considerable loss. Our loss was only
wounded.
J. S. Neolev, Brig. Gen.

j

From California.
Sax Francisco. August 9.
Steamer Active lias been chartered to visit
tile wreck of the Golden Gate, to-endcavor to
recover the treasure.
Honolulu dates are to the 17tli. King Kamealienieba had annexed Palmyra Island to
tlie Hawaian Kingdom. The American Guano
Co. took possession of the island in 1809. in the
government American flag was then floated
there, and due proclamation made.

LtEXINGTOX, MO., August 12.
Indapendencc was attacked yesterday by

practical

at

So follow, watch ami confront them

was

12.

eain-

August 12.
daybreak Sunday mornrebel sharpshooters were found precise-

It is stated that

on

August

1600 rebels under Col. Hughes and Quantrell,
>\ ASUINGTON, August 12.
after an hour's severe lighting the federal* surA dispatch from Gen. Pope states that the
rendered. 20 of our men are reported killek.
rebels have retreated, and his cavalry and arThe reinforcements which were sent from here
tillery are in pursuit across the Itapidan.
last night to assist our troops at Independence
Last night about lut) prisoners were removhave returned.
There is great excitement,
ed from the old Capitol to the new
military and every body is preparing lor the coutlict.
in
These
prison
were the greatGeorgetown.
er part for desertion.
Cairo, August 12.
The pri-oners brought up bv the Freeborn
The Memphis Bulletin of the 10th has the
on Saturday, including fifteen negroes
capfollowing:
tured with the parties were sent to the old
On the 0th inst the reltel ram Manassas
;
Capitol prison this morning.
came on a recounoitering
Messrs. Wise and Allen, two well known
expedition up the
as
lar as Islands 07 and 78, within 80
police officers of this city, were arrested last river
miles of Helena. A lew' days since the Louisnight by Gen. Wadsworth for kidnapping.
ville, accompanied by the transports White
Large numbers of convalescents are daily Cloud
and Baton, started with the 3d Wisconbeing discharged and returning to their regsin
regiment from Helena to go up White
iments.
River.
The Louisville ran aground, and the
The gunboat Chippewa tinder command of
( ommauder licutou which has ligen for some
expedition was abandoned because of the Inof water, and returned to Helena
months attached to the
blockading squadron sufficiency
just in time to miss the Arkansas; had it been
olf Wilmington, X. C., lias arrived at the
navy
yard, and this morning her masts were being a few hours later a collision would have occurred. The Bulletin prints a report that Breektaken out preparatory to giving her a
general
enridge was attacked and captured at Baton
overhauling.
Rouge, la-t Wednesday. It is considered not
The War Department has informal ton from
improbable.
the army of Virginia in front of
Slaughter
Mountain.
Yesterday evening Gen. King
From the Army of Virginia.
with his whole divisions were then wilhiu a
few miles of the battle field of
Culpepper
Saturday and
has doubtless joined Gen, Pope ere this. Xo
has
The
battle
of the bin is one of the most imoccurred
in
that quarter since
fightiug
Saturday last.
portant of the war, not merely on account of
Mr. Stuart to Mr.
the desperate valor and
Seward—Washigton-,
unfaltering discipline
August 10.—Sir—The enclosed copy of a dis- displayed by our Hoops, the obstinacy of the
patch from her Majesty's Commissioners at contest, and the heavy loss of both sides, but.
because of its important effect
Soanda, relates to the capture of by her Majupon the
esty’s ship Griffon on the 27th of March last paigu, of which it makes a part.
of a barque and schooner without name or
The campaign on the part of Jackson is an
colors, fully equipped for the slave trade, off attempt to penetrate and recover the Valley of
Black Point, on the west coast of Africa. I
the Shenandoah, whence the richest
supplies
have been instructed by Earl Russell to comof the enemy are drawn, and the
possession of
municate this capture to you as of interest to
which was of a
importance in the
the government of the United Statex. In conendeavor to hold Virginia as a part of the atsequence of the barque in question having
tempted confederacy, hardly to be estimated.
been stated to have lelt Xew York on the 1st
At the same time the rehel leaders
hoped by
of December last.
this movement to so threaten Washington and
I have the honor to lie with high consideraMaryland as to relieve Richmond, and withtion, Sir, your most obedient and humble ser- draw again our armies to the line of the Povant.
tomac, knowing that the government was now
W. Stuart.
relatively weaker and the rebellion stronger
than could again occur in the war.
The Richmond leaders sent the flour of the
12.
Southern infantry under their most popular
Chicago, August
The following note explains itself:—“It
and enterprising Generals, A large body of
apthe newspapers that Mr. Wendall
cavalry under their most distinguished cavalry
pears in stated
at a public meeting in Boston
Phillips
officer Major Gen. Stuart and an abundance
that the “management of the Illinois Central
of artillery when Jackson had arrived with
Railroad had said to him that Gen. McClellan
his forces as flu- as Lanissa Court House and
could not say “Xo.” Indirectly similar remarks
Gordonsville and found the disposition of Gen.
are attributed to us in relation to the PresiPope's troops such that not only his purpose
dent. We the undersigned, directors of the
to enter the Valley were foiled,' but his own
Illinois Central Company declare that we do
direct communication with Richmond were
not know Wendell
Phillips. Have never ex- intercepted. He called for further reinforcements and with those which were
changed a word with him. Have never had
freely furany communication with him. In fact have
nished to stern I’ope’s further advance upon
never seen him.
that railroad, the destruction nr even the per[Signed] W. II. Osborn-, President.
manently threatening on which must bare
J. M. Dougi.as,Resident
from Rirhinnud all hope of the material or the
Director,
W. R. Artauk, General
political control of Central Virginia. Jackson
Supt.

BEFORE RECORDER MORRIS.

ed on

put

surrender.^

12.

Ellen Cook aud James O’Neal were

was

Buell surrendered.
Cant. Thomas of the State militia
dered after the

costs.

Municipal Court—August

triple guard

Buffalo,

Lexington, Mo. Aug 12,1862.
Later advices from Independence
say Lieut
Col. Buell commanding that post with 50 men
was taken completely by surprise at about 5
o'clock, yesterday morning. Buell's men were I
in the hank building, which after four hours
hard lighting was tired by the rebels, when

Judicial Court.

BEFORE HIS HONOR JUDGE

a

Philadelphia, August 12.

Gen. Frank Patterson arrived to-day from
the Peninsula, under arrest by Gen. McClellan.
Steamer Spaulding lias arrived here from the
Peninsula, with 1100 sick and wounded soldiers.

in Norfolk. This lias been done in consequence of many of our guards having been
shot at and some shot down.
It is understood that all the inhabitants of
the district in the vicinity of Norfolk. Suffolk
and Portsmouth, are to lie put to the test of
either taking the oath of allegiance to the
United States or leave tor reheldom.
The mail boat is just in from Harrison Landing. The general appearance there Is that a
move of the whole or a
large part of the army,
is taking place.
About 4110 musicians, who liaye been mustered out of Uie service, came down on the
boat to-day.

quietly

told him to be off.

Culpepper.

Abandonment of Malvern Hill—Exoitement
at Norfolk—Indications of a Movement.
Fortress Monroe. August 11.
In regard to the occupation of and evacuation of Malvern Hill by the federal troops, little has been said. Our rcconnoitering division took possession on Tuesday and on that
day all the Generals of the army went up and
Gen. McClellan sent hack for the greater
part
of the army, but the messenger took the
wrong road and thus delayed so long, that the
troops did not reach Maiveru Hill till it was
too late and only a portion of those sent for
arrived at all, and those only in season to head
a hasty
retreat. This was on Wednesday
morning and on that day a great battle would
have been fought had our forces arrived in
seasou.
A very large force of rebels were
seen coining Irom Richmond,
numbering at
least 100,000 men, tilling ail the roads,
passage
ways and vacant lots as far as the eye could
reach. General McClellan had phuiued ior a
great battle, but the enemy were not asleep
and have taken possession of Maiveru Hill
with an immense army.
Norfolk is in a great state of excitement.
A few days since an officer of the Provost
Guard applied to Gen. Mansfield for
permission to search a house in Sullolk for arms.
Authority was givcu and arms and ammunition to some extent were found in a
private
dwelling near the General's quarters.

Gen. Jameson is still in Now York and
may not reach Maine for several days. The
report of his arrival here on Monday, was of

2y~Dr. Eveleth, Assistant Surgeon of
Maine Seventh, leaves this morning for

upon the group. The discharge of
muskets and the whizzing of bullets near them,
gave timely notiee of the rebel approach. The
horses were speedily mounted, and a regiment
of infantry fired a volley, checking the
charge
and probably saving both commanders. Gen.
Buford with his cavalry, arrived at
Culpep|)er
yesterday. Previous to his departure from
Madison, he sent a recnnnoitcriug party to the
Kappidan, where lie found a force ol the enemy
on the South but none on the North side of the
river. A dispatch from Culpepper to-day says
all was quiet last night and this morning. Col.
Donnelly was still alive, but was sinking.—
Other officers are doing well.

Further Particulars of the Rattle

friends attend him.

ETWe

PRESS.

woods

he can lift his sword he intends to be at his
post. Col. Bust is a brave soldier and a true
gentleman, and the best wishes of numerous

of tlie Eastern

Banks were in conference in tltfe rear of our
advance batteries, a body of rebel cavalry
charged in a most daring manner through the

his

furlough, on account ofill health. He is still
far from being well, but a stern sense of duty
impels him to go. He says now is the time,
the country needs his service, and so long as

MISCELLANEOUS.

•taff, was mortally shot in the breast Sunday
night, about 11 o'clock, while Gens. Pope and

TO THE

Bust.—Col. John D. Bust, of the

■—

by feint ui>on Madison Court
House to determine our force at the latter
while
at
the same time he thew a mass
point,
of liis force monitoring 35,(100 men by
way of
Orange Court House upon us at Culpepper
expecting to find only a portion of our forces
there which he could overwhelm, and then
march on SperryviUe from Culpepper and
crush the army cor|>s ofSIgol. His plans were
completely foiled by the rapid concentration
of our forces at Culpepper, and them advance
to meet him at Cedar Run.
Gen lta nks nocepted and proffered the battle as soon as it
was offered, and the battle of
.Saturday P. M.
was fought between the advance under (Jen.
Banks, and the advance of Jackson under
himself, and Ewell after endeavoring in vain to
route ami drive Banks' corps.

:mi.

sisted by Quantrcll and Hayes, putting the
complete rout and surrender of our troops.—

Loss unknown. It apjiears the town was surabout 3 A. M. A .simultaneous movement was made upon the
camps at Buell's
head quarters aud the Quartermaster’s office,
which were some distance apart The Provost
Marshal's office was entered by persons professing loyalty, and arms were taken and used
against the federal troops. The fighting continued about 3 hours. The troops almost
without officers, boldly contested the ground,
sheltering themselves behind trees and fences.
Lieut. Harrington and 50 men cut their way
through the enemy and made their escape.—
Most of the prisoners were parolled by
taking
the oath not to take up arms. Large quantities of arms, some 20,000 rounds of ammunition, besides other government property fell
into the hands of the enemy. This city was
thrown into a great state of excitement. The
militia was promptly called out. Aid was
asked from Fort Leavenworth, and promptly
responded to by Col. Barris, who arrived yesterday afternoon.

prised

New

York, August

dling upland.

471

a

48c

12.

for mid-

Flour —State and Western dull—Superfine State
4 80 a 6 00; Extra do 5 10 a 5 25; Romm Hoop Ohio,
6 40 a 6 60;
Superfine Western 4 86 a 6 00; common to good Extra Western 4 80 a 6 35.
Southern
—sales of Mixed to good, 6 30 a 6 80; Fancy and Extra 6 85 a 7 00.
Canada dull—Extra 6 10 a 6 26.
Wheat is dull—Chicago Spring at 112 a 120;
Milwaukio Club, 1 18 a 1 22; Red Winter Western
I 20 a 134;
White Kentucky 1 60 a 165;
White
Michigan 1 41 a 1 42.
Corn—Mixed Western 57 a 58.
Fork hardly so firm—Mens 11 25 a 11 45.
Sugar* more active aud j|c better—N. Orleaus Sail;
Muscovada 8 a 8j.
Coffee more active.
Freights to Liverpool—Flour 3s l^d a3s 3d; Grain
II a ll}d, iu bulk aud ships.

Slock Market.
New York. August 12.
Stocks active and better—American
gold $>1134:
Pacific Mail 1101; U. S. sixes rrgisteied 100; Mis-

souri sixes

481

PICNIO.

M olodeons

THE MAINE CHARITABLE MECIIANIC ASSOCIATION will make
their Aiiuual 1 icnic Excursion

On

TO
BY A.

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 13th,

To Sabattisville, running over the Ken. A Port. B. If.
to Brunswick, from thence up the Androscoggin Koail
which skirts the Androscoggin
River for eight
or ten miles to the
grove near Sabattls Pond,
which is within one hundred rods of the base of Sabattis Mountain, making one of the most beautiful
rides by railroad from this city, and without
any

change <]f cars.

To those who love to gaze upon the works of nature we would say that we know of no other
spot
within forty miles'of this city where so beautiful a
panorama of our State scenery can be seen.
effort
will
made
be
to
make
the Excursion
Every
pleasant. Those fond of dancing will find a good
fl<»or laid in the grove. 25 by 00 feet.
Swings, Footballs, Ac., will be provided. In a word, the Committee w ill do all in their power to make all who attend enjov themselves.
Tea and Coffee will be tarnished free to all, but
each must provide himself with drinking vessels for

LET !

ROBINSON.

DESIGNER

NO. 84}

MIDDLE

One Door Kant

of

Excursion,

75

Cents,

WATERHOUSE,}
) Arrangements.

ELISHA HIGGINS,
Portland, Aug. 7, I8tj2.

td

will begin Sept. 10th, 18ti2,
THLFALL

PorUand, Harbor, He.
THIS Splendid House is

now open for VisThis is one of the most magnificent
Places in this country, and for
Families, Parties of pleasure, or the Invalid, it cauuot be surpassed, and will accommodate 200
guests. In connection is a spacious Ball
Room, Bowling Alleys, Picnic Rooms, Ac. A popular Band has been engaged for the season. It is the
Intention of the proprietors to make this one of the
best plain's of resort on the coast.
The Steamer Favorite will leave Portland daily,
(Sunday's excepted) at 9 A. M. and 21 P. M. Returning, leave the Island at 11 A. M. and 6 P. M.
The Hotel is not open for transient custom on Sunday.
rV BOARD from #9.00 to 12.00
JOB JEN NESS A SON.
auglltsepl

A. Spring, Esq.,
S. C. Blanchard, Esq., Yarmouth.
Hon. J. W. Bradbury, Augusta.
Jones P. Veazie, Esq., Bangor.
Capt. C. H. Soule, t roe port.
Levi Young, Esq., Ottawa, C. W.
Wm. Jarvis. Esq., Castinc.
Prof. C. E. Stowe, Andover, Mass.

A

Commission

Merchants,

SHIP BROKERS, CHANDLERS,

^£3*

—

AMD DEALERS IX

—

Long Wh’l9

JOHN

NIe.
JOSEPH HALE.

YEATON,

CREAM

ON and after Monday, August 4tb,
the Steamer TCTE will leave Grand
Trunk Depot Wharf 5J, 8 and 101 A.
M.: and 1, 3. 6 and 7 I*. M. Returning, leave the
Island at *U. 9 and ID A. M.; ami 2, 4 and 10 1*. M.
nr TICKETS 12j CENTS EAC H WAV.

BRIGS. BYE STIFFS, GLASS WARE,

as

aug4—gmeod&w

Block,

Thomas

Gr

FALL TERM of this

Institution will commence WKI)NESDAY, AUGUST 27th, and continue twelve weeks.
Board or Instruction.—Rev. 8. H. Mct'olle*ter, A M., Principal; C. S. Fobea, A. B., Associate
Principal; Miss E. L. Jordan. Assistant and Teacher
of Music; 3Irs. 8. F. McCo 11 eater, Assistant; Miss
II. 31. Lyon, Teacher of Ornamental Branches.

Tuition.
English
Branches,.$4
••

00
6 00
8 00
10 00

Higher English. Latin. Greek and French,.
3Iusic, with the use of Instrument.
Drawing. Painting and Writing, extra.
Board per week, including all but wood and lights,
82.00 Good room rent, 20 cents per week.
All letters of inquiry may be addressed to the undersigned.
G. 31. STEVENS. Secretary.
Westbrook Seminary, Aug. 11.
3wd&2tw

You

J.

14 and 16

suit,

dress

by hand,

Roaitt

A. D. REEVES,
dly

>1}

Coats, Pants, Vests, Jackets,

-22.

Ladies'

Riding

Habit*, Ac.,
Tailor,

EXCHANGE

08

—■—

Tailor,

REEVES,

A. D.

dly

Portland, Aug. 6, 1W52.

QXJUhR ri'.Rs.

fortable than in new Regiment*.
III. The attention of the
municipal authorities of
cities and towns is respectfully called to the
necessity
of providing forthwith for the completion of the enlistment. and acceptance in some one of the old
Regmenta, of their respective quotas.
IV. Where men have not already been enlisted,
mustered and
to the extent of their respeefive quotas, the
if not supplied bv immediate volunteer enlistments, will lie made
by by
draft, a* authorized bv the War Department.
By Order of the Commander-in-chief
John l. hodsdon,
auglldSdwlw
Adjutant General.

given to CUTTING and
GARMENTS, by

A. D. REEVES,

Tailor,

EXCHANGE STREET.

98

dly

Portland, Aug. 6.18(52.

BOOTS,

SH0£S_ &

RUBBERS.

88 MIDDLE

STREET.

Ad usual. keep constantly supplied with fresh
SHl and fashionable BOOTS and SHOES, in evef ^Wrv variety and style for gentlemen's aud la^^^dies wear, and invite all tlieir old cnatomers
and the public generallv to give them a call whenever they desire to replenish their “understandings.''

*

PALMER’S
ARTIFICIAL

LIMBS,

The

Best.

TO PURCHASE A

OYSTER HOUSE,
Coreer of Fore Street ud Portland Pier,
I, the

manner
as

ftrer f

Bath

Portland.

Figures, Flowers,

up in the beat manner.
All orders in city or country
I. I». MERRILL.

COSETTE, by Victor Hugo;
BROTHERTOET, by the
throp;

of

jul!4d4w

CHANGE OF SEASON !
WM. C. BECKETT,

Merchant Tailor,

public

to

FASHIONABLE CLOTHING FOR THE SPRING
AND SUMMER SEASONS !
In his new stock are comprised Fancy Cloths for
Spring Overcoats aud Business Suits, Rich Black and

FANCY BROADCLOTHS
For Dress and Frock Coats, embracing the nicer
qualities of French aud German, as well as the cheaper substantial fabrics.
Elegant Black aud Colored,
Plain and Fancy

D OESKINS!
Of a great variety of patterns. VESTINGS of all
the varieties that the market affords— Silk, Satin, Linon, and Cotton—many rare and unique
styles. Also
an assortment of the nicer qualities of

To

GENTLEMEN'S FURNISHING GOODS,
all of which attention is especially invited.

•#*Coat and vest makers wanted.
Portland, June 23,dtf

Exchange

Street

H

oval.

e m

C.

D.

rear of 411
on hand

Con gross Street, keeps
all the various kind* or

AND

A

Old
d2mi»

July 29.1862.

• C/

City Hall, Portland.

jr23—3m

100 boxes 11. B. Sugar,
For «alr by JOHN

LYNCH A CO.

__

Flour, Cora,

and

Bye.

BBLS. "Superior” Southern 111. Flour.

4000 bush. Heavy Mixed Corn.
100 bush. Northern Rye.

July 15th.

dtf

Sugar.
do.

Molasses.
do.
do.

,

House to Let.
DWELLIJ (i-HOI SE. No. 56 Free
Street, is to bo let, and Iweewkii given
dniing the 6ret week of September The
( premiee* may be examined at any time.
For farther particular, apply to
JAMES Fl'KBISH.
tf
August 9th, 1*62,

C. E. CRAM.
No. 5 Central Wharf.

I r)

HALF CHESTS Fine Oolong Teas,
60 do.
do.
For sale by

-to

Souchong

Apple* and Onion*.
BBLS. Silver-skin ONIONS.
150 do. APPLES. (Sweet and Sour Bougha).
Just received and for sale

<,o.

JOHN LYNCM k CO.

AT

COST !

-IS AT-

MIDDLE STREET,

Where, for thirty days, may bo found

an

assort-

ment of

by

F. A. SMITH.
19 k 21 Silver Street.

aug4d4w

Western Mixed Corn.

4

purchase-

HARDW ARE

169

hbd*. Muscovado
tierces
do.
lihd*. Muscovado
tierces
do.
bbls.
do.

For sale by

Tea*.

3ra

;,ly7

Cargo Brig I. D. Libcolb. Tor sale by
HOPHNI EATON,
No. I Central Wharf.
*dlw4«r
Aug. 11, 1862.

.Wolassm and Sugar.
llllDS. Cardona* Mo)a**r«,
•IV/ 2»i0 do. Mu*cavado do.

2."^/i

89
23
29*
22
44

The Last Chance

YOU

Slanufhrtnrrr,

Trinidad Sugar aad .Uolaaoe*.
BOXES fint Tfillnw 5ipr

Frail Cans,

HERETOFORE.

IF

—a*d_-

Repairing

GOOD ASSORTMENT of Fruit Cun*. both
bliuiwl Tin, for Mir at Manufacturors' Frier*,
lty KKNDALI. A WHITNEY,

WHARF,

Portland, July 22,1862.

VFvrB.

Harmoninm

CA8XETS,

V B —J. D. C. has received more first premiums
i.Y • for best instruments than any other maker in
the State.
and Tuning
I
and persono c
e
promptly
ally attended to.

Flour, Produce and Provision Business,
AS

CHENEY,

135J MIDDLE STREET.

j<*23—3m

Where he will continue the

Gen. Chief of Ort'ee.

sffTn MELODEON

eon-

HAS REMOVED TO

NEW STORE, No. 3 UNION

D.

Brig.

Now in Use,

**•/"/

BROWN,

J.

JAMESW. RIPLEY,

And will make to order anything of this kind that
may lx* ordered, at short notice, from the cheapest to
the VERY BEST. Ur giving my strict and undivided
attention to the manufacturing. lining and trimming
ot the above, 1 cau furnish them
cheaper thau any
one else.
JAMES V. SLEEPER.
Aug. ♦>. 1*52.

800

PORTLAND, ME.
John Q. Twitched. juISldOin Ja’s P. Champlin.

aug9eodt2*ui|

Exchange Street, Portland,

COFFINS

Merchants,

FLOUR AND PROVISIONS,

137. MIDDLE ST..
Has prepared himself by selections from the New
of Goods recently imported in New York and
Boston, to meet the requirements of his customers

being

dtf

atantly

AND DEALERS IN

Ac,

Major Win-

JAMES P. SLEEPER,
FURNISHING UNDERTAKER,
Rcaidciice

l>1,,*bor(!h. Pennaylva-

Into

late

HALL L. DAVIS,
4.1882.

Bridesbarg, Pennsylva-

***'.****. 5?**

augT-lmd

AMERICA BEFORE ETROPE:
PAR.SOX BROn’XLOVS t)OOK.

....

JOHN B. HUDSON, Jr.,
Middle Street, nearly opposite junction

as

8. D. MERRILL.

TW1TCIIELL A C HAMPLIN,

Commission

No. 175

aud the

personally attended to

JOHN BOND.

aug4dlv

all kinds ol

Work,

at any hour in

.New Books !

ED IT IX

85 Commercial St., opp. Thomas IIlock,

Scroll

Street.

force and suction

C7T“ All kinds of fixtures for hot and cold water

A long and thorough
apprenticeship to the mechanical branch of the business, and several
years studv
in the higher branches of the art. have rendered him
qualified to execute every variety of work in the most
elegant styles, and he hopes by diligence and constant attention to business to merit the
patronage of
the public.

_Free

losers,
rtna/s,
rumps,
Boilers, Wash Hotels, Silrer Plated If Hens*
Cocks, of all kinds constantly on hand.
t

set

Signs Hauliers, Landscaped,

place where OYSTERS of the best
a few momeufs'

day nr evening.
Also. ALE, POKTKR. CIGARS, he.

No. 27 Union Street, Portland, Me.
rt

No. 175 Middle Street, Portland, Me.,
an

8t».

Every Truss warranted, and a perfect at guaranteed.
tV The Poor liberally considered.
jiil23dtf

are served up at
V2TV*.quality
/ "w """'e. in ivtHr arvix,
V
the

Tort,

At tin. St. Loais Arsenal, 8t. Louis, Missouri, 10.(100 sets.
These sets of horse equipments are to be fa rn is bed
complete, except the horse brush, curry-comb, lariat,
picket-pin, link, and blanket. Sample* can be examined at ench of the above-named arsenals. They
are to be subject to
inspection at tbe arsenals where
delivered, before being received hr the Government;
none to be accepted or
paid for bnt such as are approved upon such inspection.
Deliveries must be made in lota of not lees than Iftv sets per week for nil contracts of 300 seta or ander: one hundred sets per week for all contracts of
from live hundred up to one thousand net*; two hundred rets per week tor all contracts of from one thoumnd to two thousand sets; live hundred sets
per week
for all contracts of from two thousand to six thodl
sand sets; and eight hundred rets
per week fbr all
contracts of from six thousand to ten thoasand sets.
I allure to deliver at a
specified thne will subject
the contractor to a forfeiture of the
quantity to be delivered at that time. The equipments arc to be boxin • ****• *n thc customary manner—bits
and saddles of assorted numbers: and the contents
to be distinctly marked on tbe outer ends of the box.
The boxes to be charged at cost, to be deterxdned by
tbe inspector.
Bidders will state explicitly in their
proposals, the
time, quantity and place of each delivery. Each party obtaining a contract will be requirca to enter
bonds, with proper sureties, for the faithful fulfilment
of tbe same.
Bids of persons who are not manufacturers or regular dealers in leather work will not be considered;
and tbe Department reserves tbe
right to reject any
or all bids which may be made.
Tpon the award
made, successful bidders,
only, will be notified: and they will be furnished
with forms of tbe contract sod of tbe bond
required
of them.
Proposal* will be addressed to
“Cieneral JAMES W. RIPLEY.
Chief of Ordnance,
"mhingio.. »■ C.~
And will by endorsed
"Proposals for ITorse Equipments."

in AT-

iflBk

Troy.

Governor's Island, Sew

t,AwC"T,

TRUSS,

LOSING'S DRUG STORE,
Corner of Exchnnge and Federal

No. Ill

Sheet Gntta Percha for Splinta,
CRUTCHES, FOR SALE.

aug!2*d8w

execute in
artistic
WILL
Ornamental Painting, such

Blace

PORTLAND

IN

-ALSO,-

PLUMBERS,

JOII\ B. lll l»SO.\, Jr.,

%sY*';;VlK'1

At the New York Arsenal,
1 ork, 10.000 sets.
At the Frankfort Arsenal,
nia. *,000 sets.
At
Anrnm1,

—

I. D. TIEIIHI 1,1. A CO.,

Decorative Painting.

At the Watertown Araenal.
Watertown. Massachusetts. 2,000 sets.
At
Arec“)' Wnt
Sew

Apotheoary,

373 f'onirreaa Street,
nughlif

C* W* ATWKLL, Market Square, Portland,
General Agent lor the State of Maine.

speci-

3

tv~ Open every Sunday from 8 to 1, and from 2 to
jul2bdtf

SPFCIMX.V LIMBS MA r BE SF.F.X AT

Is an active poison—it kills
instantly.
It is easily prepared and used.
There is no danger of its being mistaken.
It stops locomotion—thev cannot get
away.
Each sheet will kill a quart ot Flies.

f

P«O^SAL.S

°clo<*-_

Aug

AND

KILLER !

War Departmxwt.
I
Wmsbington. Aagnst K. 1«B.
will be received by this
Department
until 6 p. M. on the 3»th of
August. 1*>2, Air the
delivery at the
arsenals, of horse equtpments. L.S. Cavalry pattern, as hereinafter

following

DR IX EM.
C once.3 p,.a.

S3

-AGXKT FOR

nl

Ordnance Offer,

RELISHES.

Draught Ale,.5 Porter.«

E. S. & Co. are agents for the Leavitt and Wilcox
Gibbs SEWING-MACHINES.
augb—6md

L. H. TITCO.HB,

near

thfoodto****

Pie,.6 Tomatoes.6

New Books !

E. SHAW A C©„
No.

accepted,
deficiency,

LIGHTNING

REJfT-of ®T* °r «1* rooms,
‘*rt of the ci,y-

II. FREEMAN'S

attention

k

Beef, 13
Beef, Tongnea. is
Mutton Chop,.18

PESTS T.

Boys, Boys, Boys.
MAKING BOYS’
PARTICULAR

WAJTTEd!

WATTED.

f old TVd Corned

EXCHANGE STREET,

98

Adjutant General’s OrncK. 1
Augusta, August 9, 1832.}
GENERA BORDER No. 27.
I. Five Regiments of Infantry
having been organized for the service of the United State* from the enlisted Volunteers furnished bv tho
respective cities,
towns and plantations, or a portion of them, in full
or part of their several
quotas in making up this
State's tHirtion of the 300.000 additional volunteers
called lor
by the President, the authority of the Governor and ( ommander-iu-C hiefto
organize additional Regiments from such enlisted tncu is
exhausted,
and it is hereby announced that no more new
Regiments. under said call, will be raised.
II. The remaining recruits, beyond the number required for the new Regiment* aforesaid, viz: the
10th, 17th. 18th, 19th and 2oth of Maine Volunteers,
are requested to report at Augusta
immediately, to
be assigned to the companies of their choice in the
Regiments and corps of 31 ainc Volunteers, now in the
field. They will lie paid the same
Bounty from their
cities and towns a* that received by member* of the
new Regiments above named, and ten dollars more
bounty from the State, with 82 additional premium
from the General Government. Their duties as member* of the old organizations will be
lighter and pleasanter, and their situation in every respect more com-

••

BOILED.

TAILORING ESTABLISHMENT,
BY

eodlm

M

»'rM Mackerel.IS
Codfi.h.15
**
Halibut.15

25

bn

can

WANTED—Convenient tenements for tbe
neeommodntlon of two small families in
respectable localities, and wfobin ten min□tee'wnik nf the Poet Itfflce. Kent not to
cxeeea from 9150 to 1«5
j»er annum.
Address Box 42. Pont Office, or apply at the Counting Hoom of the Dally Press,Fox Block.
1 ortland, June 23.
diatf

Apple He.6 Cucumbers,.«
Squash I ie,.8 Onion..
3
Mince He,.3 Squab.6

dly

NAVY

Small Families,

PUDDIXOS.

STREET,

AND

ARJIY

or

on

TENEMENTS

ORDER.
ihef stuk..35
nain a,,,| k«„,
35

Boiled Ham,.13

Cut, made and trimmed by

MAINE.

Single Gentlemen

renaonablo terms, at
So. 96 FEDERAL STREET.

FARE :

EXTRA DISHES.

Boiled Mntton, with

_

Portland, August 6, 18*52.

»R

obtained

Proprietor.

thicken,.37

Custard

No. 08 Exchange Street,

Board,

*

F

ROAST.
Reef,.28
l.atnh.13

Tailoring Establishment of

at the

S*^

JnlT 30- 1*1

1,9?P?r Sanee.....

COAT, PANTS AND VEST.

DRESS
All made

a

Portland, August G, 18G2.

FLY

MAN to go into copartnership with the advertiser in a light, respectable
manulacturing butthis city. Plenty of work on baud. Profit*
large, and all canh, This is a rari charcr for a
industrious
young or middle aged man, with
9260 ready ca«h capital.
None other need apply.
lor further particulars call at
82* Exchange Street,
up one flight room No. 1.
augtidtf

A

Exchange Street,

BILL OF

Broiled

a

A. D. REEVES

jii.ai>

Notice.
A IMPLICATIONS will be received at Ibe
Prma Of,*ce, for tl,irty ^ay*. from competent
«ii
person* to
dll
a vacancy a. an ainixtaut in a
lirat claa. apotbecaApothecary,’’ as above, with
[T *t°r'
Addrej.
real
name and
reference.
Ang. 1. 1868.
dtf

GRANT.

FOHTLAND.

*

jrour order

consisting of

a

dtf

METROPOLITAN

HOURS!

have made to

can

PARTNER, with

_

DINING SA^LOOISr.

At the short notice of

TWELVE

a

ines* in

««•»'

entlemen,

for

within tea minute.’ walk of the

ce

••

represented.

.21

WESTBROOK SEMINARY.

CO.'*.

&

a capital of about
$3000, In
very lucrative business
Box
No. 428, Portland P O
Addrr« ’Partner,’’

HERRS, te„ fc.,

AMOS SMITH,

PORTLAND. ME.

ju!29dfcwly

WOODMAN. TRUE

Wanted.

A

Packed in every variety of package, to ,uit dealer,.
Coffee and Spice, ground for the trade at

FLUID, KEROSENE OIL, &c.,
8ft Commercial Street,

("If

one

1’leOM addrew Itox 470 Portland l’oat Office,
augotf

TARTAR.
SH EET

Paints, Oils, Varnishes,

auglltf

STATE OF

I 0.1

ME.

8ALERATCS,

•hort notice.
All good, warranted

A1m.

at

Wanted.
CONVENIENT Tenement of# or 7 room.,

A

WHOLESALE IIKALEHH I*

House, Cushing’s Island.

Inquire

aug4d3w

SPICKS,

%• Particular attention paid to procuring Freights,
and purchasing ('argots aud Charters for vessels.
d&w6ui7
August 2, 18§2,

JOHN W. PERKINS A CO,

2S

COFFEE,

and Cabin Stores,
Portland,

C‘>AT ARD PANT MAKERS.
**Promau and one Machine Girl.

•

/"'10NSTANTI.Y on hand, and fj»
jal*. at wholesale
V n,*rk8t price, in the crude MM*r mauutactured, every description of

MO CL TON'S BL OCK,

Corner Commercial St. and

„„

Wanted I mediately,

STREET,

1‘OKTLAXD,

Agency Oflice,

A^uV,rd7*S“‘

GRANT’S
13 A 15 UNION

do

can

82J EXCHANGE STREET,
ROOM No. 1, IN FOX BLOCK.
** Pr,>mPly *,"ndrd ’°

Coffee and Spice Mills,

YEATON A HALE,

or

No.

By Prrmi$$ion.

TO THE-

Higher

General Business

Pres’t W’oods, and Faculty of Bowd. Coll.
J. W (.'bickering, D. D., Portland.
Charles A. Lord, Eaq.,
Rev. Wooster Parker, Belfast.
Hon. J. L. Cutler, Augusta
jull9MWAS6w

MANUFACTORY,

LARGE and Fashionable Stock of the above articles may be found at this establishment, comevery description for a traveling outfit.
J. K. DURAN.
d6m
July 30,1$G2.

to

»

rkfkremce*:

No. 165 MIDDLE STREET.

FERRY FROM PORTLAND

Common

bavin* Stores
let
for aale,
PARTIES
by leant,* their order, at the

Patmn*,
Hon. W. W. Thomas, Mayor, Portland.

SVALISES,
Carpet-Bags,

Watering

THE

Wauled,

THREE GIRLS TO DO PLAIN
SEWING.

successful school
continue twenty*
1

WARREN JOHNSON, M. A., Principal.

Canal Bank.

PORTMANTEAUS,

itors.

Ottawa

WANTS.

weeks.
For “Circulars,’' fce., please address the
Principal.
I areuts are cordially invited to visit the school.
one

prising

OTTAWA HOUSE,
CUSHINGS (LATE BANGS’) ISLAND,

highly
ami

Andro^wi,

Portland*'A^“«, 18fflLEY mCO’' A^',,"D"r,

*«

DURAN’S

of,h«

MAINE.

TERM of this

Trunks !

PORTLAND BAND,
Tickets for the

kLI^Co.

Boys,

TOPSHAM,

jy Orders by mail or express promptly executed.
augHeoddmlainw

Trunks !

To be had of Ix)well A Senter, Exchange Street, J.
E. Fernald, Middle Street, Smith A Boyd, Congress
Street, and the Committee of Arrangements.
Cars leave the depot of the Kennebec A Portland
Railroad, foot of Myrtle Street, at 8 o'clock. A. M.
J. T. EMERY,
) Committee
GEO.
of

thirteen Thousand seven
hundred dollars,

FRANKLIN FAMILY SCHOOL

AND

STREET,

Pledged Hoods for Sale.

.hall sell at Public Auction on Wedhasdax
44 11 °’CIock A. M, at office,
viun*
previously®n,5’
redeemed.)

iiss

If not sold Is-(ore the 20tli of

rooms.

For

EN GRAVE Rj

\tTE

Sept, next, it will bn -id on tiiat day,
af 11 o clock, A. M at Auction, without
•Mserve.
Terms very easy. For information annlr
to JOHN BAND ALL, on the
piemises, „r at the
•tore of KANDALL & WOODBURY, on ( ommer.
cial Street, head Central Wharf.
June 21. 1842.
dtf

J. F. RICHARDSON,

his party.
Too niusic will be furnished by the

And the dancing w ill be under the direction of Messrs.
A. T. Pierce, A. L>. .smith and F. M. Carsley.

THE TlweeStory Brick DWELLINGHOUSE, iso. 8 Gray Street. It is in
good repair, and contains ten finished

St.
Exchange
8

No. 51

aflrilw

AUCTION SALES.

For Sale.

Piano-Fortes

**-***..*

Styles

New York Market.
Cotton firm—sales 1700 bales at

3^r.

ANNUAL

attempted

Kansas City, Mo., Aug. 12.
A battle took place about 3 o’clock at Independence, Mo., between the federal forces, 350
men under Col. Buell, and from 500 to 600
guerillas under the notorious Col. Hughes, as-

o.

MISCELLANEOUS

BUSINESS CARDS.

.*^AA
r\ f

July

31.

BUSHELS of Old Western Mixed Corn
just received; for sale bv
DOLE k MOODY,
No. 6 Galt Block, Commercial St.
d3wis

Butter and Cheese.
fkfk TUBS Choice Vermont BUTTER.
HB/ 150 boxes
CHEEaSE.
Juxt received and for sale by
r. A. SMITH.
IB k 21 Silver Street.

-WANT THE-

Best

Ambrotype

not fail to call

Photograph, Hardware, Cutlery, Glass, Ac.,
No. 27 Market Square, where

at
DOthey take PERFECT
LIKENESSES, and
rant
which

satisfaction,

N.

war-

defy- competition.
B.—Large Ambrotype* only Fifteen Cents.
at

prices

All of which must be sold, to close up the business,
before Sept. 1.

TRASK &
127 Market
July 14th, 1862.

LEWIS,
Square, li’d Preble St.
dtf

WILLIAM
A. PEARCE,
P I. U M B K R
-MAKER OP-

FORCE PUMPS AND WATER CLOSETS,
No. 124

Exchange Street, Portland, Mb.

Warm, Cold and Shotcer Paths, Wash Bourh, Brass

and Silrer Plated Cocks.
Description of Water Fixture for Dwelling Houses, Hotels, Public Buildings, Ships, &c.,
an an-red ami set up in the best manner, and all orders In town or couutrv faithfully executed. All
kinds of Jobbing
attended to.
Constantly on hand, Lead Pipes and Sheet Lead,
and Beer Pumps of all kiuds.
jul\29dly

r'VEliY

promptly

tiRAVESTO\ES.

or

j u 123—1 in

J. II. BTCKXAJI, Aflt't.

Bargains will be given to those who wish
to
GJ.OOD
Monument* of any
purchase Gravestone*
or

description.

Those who will favor me with a call
•hall lie satisfied that they are buv iug a good article
at the lowest price.
Shop on Forest Avenue, near Evergreen Cenmtary,
Stevcu** Plain**

MANHOOD-How Lost! How Restored!
Just published, iu

a

pkicb six

sealed

Envelope.

CESTS.

LECTURE ON THE NATURE. TREATMENT
AND RADICAL CUREot
Spermatorrhoea or
•Seminal Weakness, Involuntary Emissions, Sexual
Debility, and Impediments to Marriage generally,
Nervousness, Consumption, Epilepsv and Fits; Mental aud Physical Incapacity, resulting from SelfAbuse, Ac.—By ROBT J. CULVER WELL, M. D..
Author of the Green Book. Ac.,
♦•A Boon to Thsssasds of Snfl’erers.”
sent under seal, in a plain
envelope, to any address,
postpaid, on receipt of six cuuts. or two postage
stamps, by Dr.jCH J C KLINE, 127 Bow ery, New
York, Post Office, Box, 4588.
June 23.
is4mdAw

A

J. H. COOK.

je30-3m

dHHh

To Let.
A BRH'K HOUSE on Garden st, eleven
room* and all other oimveuienees. all in

"TinlKoCSE
(»fal containing

No.

seven or

Inquire
Portland,

11 Brackett Street.
eight rooms all in

good repair.
at 21 Exchange St., or
dtf
July 19. 1862.

81 Winter 81..
J. F.

DaV.

SAVE THE PIECES!

Richards* Combined Glue and Cement
time* its cost to any family using
Furniture. »r/as», Crockery and
Wholesale and retail bv
G. L. BAILEY, 42 Exchange Street

WILL
it to repair
Stone Ware.

save txs

iaeod3w

_POETRY._ _THE MARKETS._
Portland Wholesale Prices Current.

[For the Press.]
A

Expressly corrected for

Fragment.

the harp! though old and worn,
'Ti* all that I can claim my own;

bring forth

And vet it's all the world
When I

am

alone.

swept its clear, responsive strings
When life with me was full of joy,
I with it wooed the dark-eyed Ruth,
When I was young, an ardent boy.

•

old; the world says so;
They judge because my hair is gray,

now am

Because my steps

pebbles

And

feeble now,

are

Butter, Family p lb.
Butter, Store.

yet I’m not; I still am young
As when in love’s first fairy dream

the harp, and let me strike
The chords 1 touched in days of yore,
When all I saw or dreamed was bright
And when the heart no burdens bore.

Ha! ha! old harp! I have thee now,
And let thy tones be ftill and free
As were they in the hallowed days
When $he first gave her heart to me.
swept the dusty strings,
And
he played, he weut to sleep;
His dreams, his love had passed away—
Gone with his music strange and deep.

0

pockets; rather a queer
article, but oue that expresses
In itself a world of meaning. We may spend
our days in toil; we may join iu the turmoil
and busy strife of life; we may get together
heaps of yellow gold; we may possess broad
acres, princely mansions furnished with all the
comforts, yea,all the luxuries of life; our ships
may sail on every sea, bringing to us the costly fabrics and the rieh gems of other lands;
yet soon the brief years of life flee by on Time's

uuiers

Oak

lowest cash

ATtrade.

order

by

to

A

MORRISON A CO.

On Hand.
CONSTANT supply of best Extra Deep Gold
Leaf, and at low rate* at
20 M a it ket Sqcare.

K'kioioin iijdiit* G<mn|m X Chemical*.
stock in
department is complete, comOCRprising everythi«
article uaod in the art.
MORRISON A CO.,

June24dtfw3t

26. Market

It

PARTI

Square.

stoics »:

solicited.
180 Fore Street near foot of Exchange*
CALDERWOuD k BEC KETT.
Portland. Juno Lo.
dtf

:T*

3EI E! s t

^.COFFINS
—

AND—

CASKETS,
his city, of every description,
ed and trimmed

In the ISTeatest
—

C.

H.

ARE AT-

finish-

Style,

BLAKE’S,

No. 30 UNION STREET.
And will be sold cheaper than at any other place in
the city.

ROBES FURNISHED TO ORDER.
manufacturesSHOW-CASES, DESKS, ASD DRAWEE-WORK,
Of every description, including Taylor s KklpEopportiyo Drawer, tlie best kind ever made
EJT All orders for Repairing Furniture, Voroimh*
tog, Upholstering, Choir Seating, Glazing, Ac.,
julSltf
promptly attended to.
DR. C. H. OSGOOD,
-C. H. B. also

Sl’KGEOS t MECMASICAL

^Bdentint,
No. S

Clapp’s Block,

Contras Stmt,

OPP OLD CITY HALL,-PORTLAND, ME.
3tnd A woe

02
06
00

1J

1]®

12

3>®

4]

03 K®
02 ®

3]

00

2]®

2]

06

03®

ihick.

«

62 ©
41

*

®

00
00

none
none
uono

••

none

IValbrra.
F«*ather#, Live Geese P lb.
Feathers, Russia.

60
26

Short'.
Labrador...
Scaled P box.
No. 1.
Mackerel p bbl.
Bay No. 1.
Bay No. 2.
Bay No. 3.
Shore Nt». 1.
2.No.
3 (large).

I

!

j

“(medium).

3
2
2
1
1

50
37
25
25
12

g 4 00
a 2 75
« 2 50
a 1 50
a 1 37$

2 60 a 8 00
none

22

25
18

a,

15 (g

7 50(8800
6 50 A) 7 00
4 50 A 6 00

7
6
4
3

60 a,
00 a
75 a
75 a

8
6
5
4

76
60
00
00

“(small).

I

Sot\ Shell.

Shelled.
C urrants.

Citron...
Wil. Pea Nuts.

Figs,

Lemons,
Oranges.
Raisins—
Bine, ca&k.
case.

Black.
Bunch, box.

Layer.

i

20
7 00 a 7 60
none.

extras.

fancy.

superior.

Ohio extra.

family.

i

Canada super No. 1.

fancy.

1

extra.
superior extra.
Rye Flour.
Buckwheat Flour p Ib7.
Corn Meal.

Grata.
Rye.
Oats.
South Yellow Corn.
Corn, Mixed

Barley.~.
Short's p tou.
Fine Feed.

Griadslsaea.
Grindstone*. Rough, p ton.
Grindstouos, Dressed..
Gaapowder*
Blasting.
Rifle and Sporting.
Hay.
Hay p net ton. Screwed.
Hay. Loose.

Calcutta Cow—Slaughtered.
Green Salt.

Dry.
Sheep Pelts, Green.
Sheep Pelts, Dry'.
I

8 40

8 62
07

3 60
8 88
00

a

a

8$<@
4
6
5
6
6
6
6
6
6
5

6
6

7
4
3

10$

75 ® 5 00
0ft g 6 25
25 a 5 5<i
00 a 6 25
6ft ® 7 5ft
25 a 5 62$
noqe
fin g 7 00
25 g 6 75
25 g 6 60
76 a 8 00
26 a 6 60
60 Q 7 00
00 A 7 60
25 A 4 60
02 a
2$
60 g 3 75

94 &
50 a,
6*5 ig)
64 a’
80®
17 00 «I9
22 00 a24

95
55
68
6*5
62
00
00

17 00 ®20 00
30 00 a35 00
4 10 {§ 4 38
5 60 a 7 26
12 80 ®14 00
13 00 a 14 00

6®
6
09 A
10
1 60 a 1 70
1 15 (2> 1 26
90
1 00
75 a
90
40 A
<0

5

Sort, 1861.

16

16

@

riih.

Common.
Ketiueri Iron.

3ft

Norway.

18

44

S a ughter Wax Leather.
hrud.
100 lb.
American Pig,
44

Foreign

Sheet and Pipe.
Lumber—From the yard.
Clear Pine—No. 1.
No. 2.
No. 3
No. 4.

Shipping Lumber,.
Spruce.
Hemlock.
Box Shooks, (cash)
Clapboards,

S extra.
P
**

Shingles, Cedar, extra.
44
No. 1.
44

44

extra

pine..

Laths, Spruce.
44
Pine.
Red Oak Stave*.
Mol. Hhd Shooks & Heads, city

6ug...
44
do

44

44

country
Riff Hoi. Hhd. Shook*..

Country
Hoops
IlacKinetack

Dry Riff,.

Timber, p tun.

Lime*
Lime, Rockland, cask.
IVlola war**
Molasses, f'icnftigos.
Molass<*. Cuba clayed.
tart.
Molasses,
44
Muscovada,.
Molasses,
MolastM«, New Orleans.
Portland Syrup. hhd*
Nails*
Cask.
Xnrnl Store*.
Tar iii kin] pgal
l*itch (Coal Tar).
Rosin.
Turj>entiiie |> gal.
Oakum*
oskuiu, American.
Oil.
Portland Kerosene Illuminat’g Oil

5}

18

ft

12$

ft
9$ft
19
22

10

ft

21

24$

a

24*

22$ a
25* a
63
16

26
75
17

a

ft

12
12
14
15
14

Portland extra Mess do.
Pork, extra clear.
Pork, clear.

Winter.
Whale, ref. Winter.

Sperm

Summer.
Grand Bank and Bay Chaleur—
44

Shore.
Linseed.

Boiled,.

75

75 @ 3 00
75 @ 3 00
50
60

@14

00
50
00
60
00

00

@13 00

@14

78
8 @
9

6
12
1 25

74

®

12j

a)

@ 1 37

2J @

Chickens, Spriug.

12
7
12
9

Lamb.
Turkies.
Geese.

Veal.
Pickles, p brl.
Rice.
Rice p lb.
Run.
Rum, Portland distilled.

6
15
8

sv

@
@

17
ll

(®

6
4i@
7 60 @ 8 60

6}®

7i

42®

lb.

45

6$@

6j

Salt.

Salt, Turk's Is., p hhd. (8 bus )....
Salt, Liverpool.
Salt, Cadiz.
Sacks Salt.
Ground Butter Salt.
Starch.
Starch, Pearl.
Starch, Potato.
Shot—P 100 lbs.

2 50 @ 2 75

2
2 374
2
2 374
1 20 @ 1 25
20

12l@

64®

6j

2j@)

2j

@ 9 50

9 00

Soap.

Soap, Loathe k Gore's, Trowbridge
&. Smith's Extra No. 1 p lb
...

Soap, Family do.
Soap No. 1. *.
Soap, Eagle No. 1.
Soap, Star.

8|®
6

8J

6

6J
6*
5}

7

@

@

6)@

6
12

Soap, Castile,.
Soap, Crane's.
S pice*.
Cassia p lb.
Cloves.
Ginger, (Race).
(linger, (Africa).
31ace.
Nutmegs.
Pepper.
Pimento.
Seed*.
Herds Grass,.
Western Clover.

@
a)

16

8|

8)@

A

Yellow.

9ft

9)

9£q>

10)

61

White.
Coffee ('rushed.
Crushed.

11

<< rauulated.
Fowdered.

12? ft
12;^

12

ft

10 ft
12? ft

refined.

111
131

13*

13)

R)ft
6/1$

Rough.

9
6

Team

Hyson.
Tea. Young Hyson.

ft 1
«
1
ft
ft

00
00
75
60

65 ft
45 ft
38 no
55 ft
48 ft
43 ft
75 « 1

50
4R
42
60
62
46
00
50

75
75
60
46

Tea, Oolong.

Souchong.

Toharro.
6's aud 10’s best brands...
5’s and 10’# medium.
5’s and 10's common..
hnlf pd«. best brands.
half |wlt. medium good.
half pds. common.
Natural L«*af, pds.
Fancy, in Foil.

0 00 & 1

Tia.
Banca, cash.

38

00

(3}

34)ft

Straits, cash.
Flatus—
Char. I. C.
I X.

35)

11 00 all 50
12 75
9 25

••

Twine.
Cotton Sail.

13 25
& 9 60
«

50

ft
40 ft
45 ft
2« ft
14 ft

Flax
Baleiug.

Hemp

India

Varniah.
Fun iture Varnish.
Coach Varnish.
Daiuai Varnish.

Hard, retail.
Soft,

55
00
60
00

14)

2 26
S 00
2 50

ft 2 75
ft 4 00
ft 3 00

6 00
4 00

ft 6 25

7 76
7 75
9 00

ft
ft
ft

ft

6 00

42@
47jft

50
00

Ziae.
Figs and slabs.

61

6)ft
9ft

Sheet Mosslmanu.

Sheathing.
Exchaaye.
days.

1'aris./

1
4

9)

90ft

00

24$ ft
47)ft

1 26
4 60

Invalids !
CURE

SUMMER
—A5D—

DIARKIHEA OR DYSENTERY

time leaves the bowels in

an

active, healthy condition, as
CLEM’S SUMMER CURE.
That for Children Cutting Teeth, if troubled with
Diarrhoea or any irregularities of the bowels, all other remedies are insignificant, as compared with

CLEM’S SUMMER CURE.
That for Children troubled with Canker in mouth
stomach, or mothers suffering from nursing sojc
mouth, a safe and speedy cure is effected by the use of

or

CLEM’S SUMMER CURE.
That for Coughs, Hoarseness and Bronchial affections, there is no remedy extant that so universally
affords relief as

HOWES' COUGH FILLS.

Wheezing in the ('best.
standing Hack, the best

HOWE S COUGH PILLS.
That as an expectorant and ameliorating agent in
of Phthisic, Whooping Cough, and Confirmed
Consumption, the public have already rendered their
united verdict in favor of
cases

HOWES’ COUGH PILLS.

CLEM’S SUMMER CURE is a pleasant, agreeable
decoction of Roots and Barks, and contains uot a

8 00
8 00
9 25

24 00 ««*) 00
14 00 SjOO 00
12 00 :« 14 00
10 00
12 00
8 00 @10 00
45 ft
50
13 00 a 15 00
80 00
00
2 50 a 3 00

ft

It

always

their works yk shall know

them.”

G. C. Goodwin & Co., Boston, General Agents for
New England. H. H. Hav. Portland, and B. F.
Bradbury. Bangor, General Agents for Maine.

tjr*Sold by Druggists

and Merchants

generally.

CO., Proprietor*.
Belfast. Maine.

iswfimnnl

FIRST

$3? 00 ft<)0 00
34 00 |*00 00

sort.

does

By

CLASS

Sewing-Machines.
SHUTTLE.

EMPIRE

ft33

2 00 (ft 2 26

2 50 ft 8 75
1 15 ft 1 20
1 87 ft 1 62
20 00 ft35 00
2 40 ft 2 50
2 85 ft 2 45
1 60 a 1 75
1 25 ft 1 35
1 15 ft 1 80
21 00 ft23 00
8 00 ftlO 00
65

ft

70

38
31
28
33

ft

00
00
ftu
00

23
3

a

ft

ft

to ft

0 00
16 00

80
3 25
a 20 00

ft

2 60ft
Oft

S7$ft

ELIPTIC.

MOAT

Every Machine fully Warranted.
STOIIER & riTLER, General Agents.
r>8

tfc

GO

Middle

Trout & other

Fishing Tackle.

Ripi.es,

Guns,
Revolvers,
Sporting goods generally.
ALSO,
and Stencil
attended to

Cutlery and

Cutting

Repairing

ft20

ft
ft 1

00
00
98
00

SUMMER

j

STAGS CONNECTIONB.

Stage leave* Strickland’s Ferry Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays, for Livermore. Canton, Peru
and Dixfield; returning opposite davs.
Stage leaves North Jay lor Fast Dixfield, Dixfield,
and Weld, on Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays;
returning opposite days.
Stage leaves Farmington .or New Vineyard, New
Portland and Kingfield, on Wednesdavs and Satur-

days. returning on Mondays and Fridays.
Stages leave Farmington daily, for Strong,
and Phillips.

Via Buffalo, Dunkirk,

seems

The

Capital, the
the loyal State governments, to secure gradual emancipation, as proposed by President Lincoln, and all
other constitutional measures looking to a peaceful
federal

by

political department, the Press will
to the advancement of the best
interests of the city aud State. Its Local Department will in no case be neglected. Particular attention will be given to the Commercial and Maritime
interests. It will be the aim of its conductors to make
it an indispensable institution of the State, and a genial and welcome visitor in every work-shop, counting-house, aud family circle. The Editors, not unknown to the people of Maine, will give their undivided euergies to the work before them, and labor to
make such a paper as the city of Portland, the State
of Maine, and tbo exigencies of the times demandone that shall be true to the popular instincts.

June

with

as

usual.

EXCHANGE STREET.

June 28.

eodtf

Xolice.
op

Portland,

July 28th,

1

1
COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC GROUNDS will
meet, until farther notice, every Saturday at S
o’clock, P. M., in Evergreeu Cemetary.
Parties interested in auv matter before the Committee. will have an opportunity df being heard.
A. K. SUURTLEFF, Chairman
jy31—4w

11IIE

1882.

23.

Portland and New York Steamers.
■»

-j*

run

follows:

as

Leave Browns Wharf, Portland, every WEDNESDAY, at 4 P. M.. and leave Pier 9 North Kiver, New
York, every SATURDAY, at 3 o’clock, P. M.

i

This vessel is fitted up w ith tine aecommtHiations for
pas*Mirers, making this the most speedy, safe and
m for table route for travellers betweeu New York
nd Maine. Passage 85,00, including Fare aud State
Rooms.
Goods forwarded by this line to and from Montreal,
Quebec, Bangor, Bath, Augusta, Last port and St.

So
j
j

John.

Shipper* are requested to send their freight to the
steamer before 3 P. M.. on the day that she leaves
Portland.
For freight or passage apple to
EMERY k FOX. Biown
Portland.
H. B CROMWELL k CO., No. 86 West Street,
New York.
June 23. 1862.
dtf

VWharf,

OCEAX STEAMSHIP CO’S

en-

Weekly

Mail Line.

AMERICAN, NORWEGIAN, JURA,
BOHEMIAN, ANGLO SAXON, NOVA SCOTIAN—will sail from Quebec every Saturday morning, for Liverpool, via Londonderry*.
Passenger* leave Portland per Grand Trunk Train*
with United States mails, every Friday, at 115 P. M.,
connecting with Steamer at Quebec every Saturday
morning.
Passage to Liverpool, Londonderry or Glasgow:
rhird Class, f30. First Class, 867 to 882—according
to accom mod at ion,—which includes tickets ou Grand

year, idv ariably in advance. To any person sending
the names of tire nrw Mubscribrrt, cash in advance,

gratis.

Railway.
Prepaid and retnrn

Inflrmary.

a
his attention to
a
During his practice be
has treated thousands of case*, and in no instance
has lie met with a failure. The remedies are mild,
and there is no interruption of business or change of
diet. Dr. Hughes is in constant attendance from 8
in the nioruiug until 10 at night, at his office, 5 Temstreet. Charges moderate, and a cure guaranteed
in all cases.
Separate rooms, so that no one will be
Ilis remedies cure disease
seen but the Dr. himself.
when all other remedies fail; cures without dieting,
or restriction in the habits of the patient; cures without the disgusting and sickening effects of most other
remedies; cures new cases in a tew hours; cures without the dreadful consequent effects of mercury, but
is sure to annihilate the rank and poisonous taint
that the blood is sure to absorb, unless the proper
remedy is used. The ingredients are entirely vegetable, aud no injurious effect, either constitutionally or
locally, can be caused by using them.
YOUNG MEN, who" are troubled with seminal
weakness, generally caused by bad habits in youth,
the effects of which are pain and dizziness in the
head, forgetfulness, sometimes a ringing in the ears,
weak eyes, etc., terminating in consumption or inif neglected, are speedily and permanently

ple

sanity
cured.

AH correspondence strictly confidential and will be
returned if desired. Address
DR. J. B. HUGHES,
No. 5•Temple Street, (corner of Middle),
Portland,
jull—dJt w3m8
ty Send stamp for Circular.

undersigned cordially approve the enterprise

foregoing Prospectus, and earnestly
new paper to tho hearty support of the

in the

of Maine.
May. 1802.

S. P.

—

ini uiairu

*iii*

possessing

cniBic

Boston.

WANTED!

“ill5' ’ludK,,h»* ,.h*re

Street,

FOWLE’S PILE AND HUMOR CURE.
TUB OSLY SURE CURE

BLIND1 *nd ITCHING PILES,
For.%^f’Dl?GA
leprosy, Scrofula, salt rheum.

AND DISEASES OF THE SKIN.
One bottle warranted to care every ease of Pilesi two
bottles la all other cases of the above discasee; If not,
dealers are requested to refund the money in
every
ease.
Only #ve bottles in a thousand returned, and
those were confirmed Fistula. Hundreds of letters
and certificate, are now In the proprietor s
possession,
which can be seen on application. Send for Circular
Prepared by HENRY D. FOWLE, Chemist. 71
Prince street, Boston
Sold everywhere.
Certificate. with each bottle

LADIES, and is the very best
as it
will bring on the moxtuly sickness
in cases of obstruction, after all other
remedies A>f the kind have been tried
w
in vain.
OTOver 2000 BOTTLES have
now been sold without a single failure when taken as directed, and without the least injury to health in any
1
single

FAIRBANKS

PREMIUM STANDARD
SCALES.

case.

It is put up in bottles of three different strengths with full directions
for using, and sent by express, closely sealed, to ail
parts of the country.
Prices —Full strength, 5lf>; Half Strength, 85;
Quarter Strength, 23 per bottle.
jy Remember! This medicine is designed expressly for Odstinatk Cases, which all other remedies of the kind have flailed to cure; also that it is
warranted as represented in every respect, or the
price will be rcfund»*d.
jy BEWARE OF I IMITATIONS ! Ne ve genuine
ana wmrranti-d unless purchas'd dirertiy tf Du. M.
at his REMEDIAL INSTITUTE FOR SPECIAL
DISEASES, No. 28 Union Street. Providence, R. I.
embnuas mli disease* of a priK|T This
rate nature both of MEN and WOMEN, by a regueducated physician of twenty years’ practice,
giving his whole attention to them.
UyConsnltations bv letter or otherwise are strictly
confidential, and medicines will be sent bv
secure from observ ation, to all parts of the United
States. Also, accommodations for LADIES from
abroad wishing for a secure and quiet Retreat, with
good care until restored to health.
CAUTION.—It has been estimated that over two
hundred thousand dollars are
to swindling
quacks annually, in New England alone, without any
benefit to those who pay it. Most of this sum comes
out of a class of persons who are the least able to lose
it, but once paid they ran necer get it back, and they
are compelled to suffer the wrong in silence, not dartheming to expose the cheat for f«nr of
sefres. Ail this comes from trusting, without inquiry,
to men who are alike destitute of honor, character,
and ski!!, and whose only recommendation is their
own ia!so and extravagant smrWsai, in praise of
themde'tff.
If. thMlfclS, y<M would avoid being
humbugged, take no mau’s word, no matter what his
professions are, but MAKE INQUIRY :—it will cost
you nothing, and may save you mauv regret#; for as
in nine cases ont of ten are
advertising
bogus, there is no safety in trusting any of them, unless von know who and what they are.
jy*Dr. M will m*ad tree, by enclosing one stamp
as above, a Pamphlet on DISEASES OF WOMEN,
and on Private fhseases generally; giving most full
and
inlbrination, with the most undoubted
testimonials, without which no advertising physician
or medicine of this kind is deserving of any confi-

speciality

larly

Those Scales aro still manufactured
only by the original inventors, wbo
are constantly adding such real and
valuable improvement$ aa tbeir long
experience and skill suggest.
A COMPLETE VARIETY:
as Hay, Coal. Railroad, Platform. Counter,
Druggist's, and Butcher's Scales; Beams, Weights, ho.,
for sale at our Warehouse,
118 Milk Strut,
(Thorndike Building,) Corner of Batterymarch St.,
BOUTOX.

Sold la Portland by Ex hut k WAmiotm.

White's Patent Alarm

Sold st Fa bbaxk's Scalb Wabbbocbb, IIS
Uilb Stbbbi Bostox, by
FAIRBANKS k BROWN.

paid

H liNUY JONES,
DBALBB IB

SHIP TIMBER AHD PLAHK

exposing

KNEES. LOCUST TREENAILS, and a general variety
of Ship stock.
Cargos, of Oak Timber and Plank furokhad to orHACKMKTAC

der.
9S StateSt.,

bon. as above.
June 22.

d&w2m

JOHN M. STEVENS,
AUG. F GERISII,
FRANCIS E PRAY,
WM H PLUMMER.

constantly

AND MINERAL WATER,
Athamkux Bcildixo, Howard St.,
BOSTON.
DRAUGHT ALE AMD PORTER.

for sale.

Tickets, Diafts,

Sam*
of

Cumberland and State of Maine, claim* by mortgage
a certain tract of land situated in Falmouth, in said
Coanty, bounded, ticginiiiujr at the most southwesterly comer of land now or formerly of Royal Leighton, thence easterly and northerly by the same to land
of John W. Freeman, thence easterly by the same to
land of Jeremiah Hall, thence southerly and westerly by the same to land owned by Jeremiah Hobbs,
thence northerly aud westerly by the same and laud
of Philip f>amnion to the county road, thence northerly by said road to the first hounds: containing seventeen acres more or less, subject to the right of Jeremiah Hobbs or bis assigns to pas* and repassthrough
said premises. Said real estate having bcXn conveyed
in mortgage to Samuel S. Webster and Mirah Sampson by Dependence H. Furbish, by hi* deed of August 22, 1866, recorded iu the Registry of Dueds for
Cumberland County, iu book 268, page 3i»7; which
mortgage was duly assigned bv said Mlcah Sampson
to Samuel 8. Webster, June 30, 1882, as will appear
by the assignment thereof recorded in said Registry,
to all of which records reference is to be had fora
The condition of said
more particular description.
deed of mortgage is broken, and the subscriber, assaid
bv
of
reasou
thereof do claim
mortgage,
signee
a foreclosure of said mortgage, and do hereby notify
all parties interested of ray claim to foreclose said
mortgage, on account of the breach of the conditions

No. 88 Exchange

PREMATURE LOSS
Which is

J. G. PRIGNITZ. of Prussian Bark
requests the wife, children or relations of the deemed C. Simon Stanorth (Steinorth),
of Barth, (Prussia), to apply to him, in a matter of
inheritance, under the care of Messrs Wm. Salem A
w3w7
Co., New Y'ork.

CAPTAIN
“Depesche,”

A. W. BANFIELD,
(Successor to I*. J. Forestall and Mills A Forristall,

Pocket and Table Cutlery,
YANKEE NOTIONS,

28 and 30 Federal and 106

H.

ADDISON W. BANFIELD.

P. J. l"oii hist all
June 23.

can

CORNER

Congress Streets,

l$0»ton.

be fouud at the above

place.

wly

Court of Probate held at Portland, within
and for th*‘ County of Cumberland, on the third
Tuesday of July, in the year of our Lord eighteen
hundred and sixtv-two.
a. ANTHOINE, widow-of Daniel W. Anthoine. late of Windham, in said County, deceased, having presented her petition that administration
on the estate of said deceased, may be granted to
John Webb, of said Windham:
It was Ordered, that the said Petitioner rive notice to all persons interested, by causing notice to be
three weeks successively in the Maine State
*re«s. printed nt Portland, that they may appear at a
Probate Court to be held at said Portland, on the
third Tuesday of September next, at ten of tie clock
in the forenoon, and show cause, if any they have,
why the same should not be granted.
WILLI A 31 G. BORROWS, Judge.
A true copy, Attest.

Published

*w3w5

EUGENE HUMPHREY, Register.

for several

PAINT

WATER

OF

Aihael

Portland,

Me.

Formerly
er

1BUY ME AND I’LL DO YOU GOOD !”

eases

It

where the hair

days. Prepared by

STORE.

AND

CONGRESS ST.,

in

Wheeler, Ag’t,

Union Stmt. Manufacturer and Deal-

in

PAINTS OILS, TARNISHES.

And Painter*’ Supplier Generally, Staple Dug*, Sponges, Gnats,
asd—

Health and Strength

Secured,

SUPERIOR

GLUES.

BY THE t'BE Or THE

Dr.

SUMMER MEDICINE.

Langley’s

ROOT AND HERB BITTERS.
/COMPOSED of Sarsaparilla, Wild Cberrv, Yellow
Dock, Prick ley Ash. Thoroughwort, Rhubarb,
Mandrake. Daudclion, Ac., all of which are so com*
pottndrd as to act in concert, aud assist Nature in
eradicating disease.
The effect of this medicine is most wondcrftil—it
acts directly upon the bowels and blood, by removing
all obstructions from the internal organs, stimulating
them into healthy action, renovating the fountains of
life, purifying the blood, cleansing it from all humors
aud causing it to course through every part of the

»«

body; restoring the invalid to health and usefulness.
They cure and eradicate from the system, Liver Complaint, that main wheel of so many diseases. Jann-

dance in its worst forms, all Billious Disease* and
Costiveness, all kinds of Hufoul stomach.
mors, Indigestion, Headache, Dizziness, Piles. Heartburn, Weakness, Tains in the side and bowels, Flatulency. Loss of appetite, ar.d a toroid or diseased Liver, a disordered Stomach or bad blood, to which all
and Summer.
are more or less subject iu
More than 30,000 persous have been cured bv this
recommended by Physicians
medicine. It is
it aud you will never regret it.
everywhere.
Sold bv all dealers in Medicine everywhere at only
26 and 38 cents per bottle. Orders addressed to

MACHINE CUT FILES.
THE WHIPPLE

FILE MAHUF ACTUSIHG CO.
Are onw ri-adv to supply every description of their
Machine Cut File*, warranted superior Yo all othin use.

ers

ornci

highly
Try

GEO. C. GOODWIN

A

CO.,

and

salesroom:

SO. «4 KILBY STREET.
(Corner of Ceotrul.) Boston.
FAMILY

Boston.

Mourning

TAXES

FOR

Established for Ibe

I"!otice.

of Portland having
for collecting
present year, notice is
all taxes paid witliiu

same,

on

Thirty Days

And MilliRery Exclusively.
S. 8. WILLIAMS.
wfiw*

a

from this

Date,

Being the date of assessment,
--OR WITHIN-

Sixty Days

Three per cent* Discount

Will be allowed. On all Taxes reinainiug unpaid
Four Mouths after the date of the assessment,

□

days

after the date of the

OLIDDEM A WILLIAMS'
-LISE FROM-

Boston to San Francisco.

OFFICE, 11* STATE STREET. BOSTON.
good* received and forwarded free of charge by
FIRST (LASS CLIPPER SHIPS, sailiug promptly on their advertised day*. The only mid prompt
line of ships from the Atlautic Ports.
AM

JAMES

INTEREST WILL BE CHARGED,
To commence 00
ment.

sale of

MOURNING DRESS GOODS,

Assessors of the

hereby given that

Store,

20 WINTER ST., BOSTON,

1869.

City
with
warrant
committed
11IIF.
the Tax List for the
the

a

LYDIA

1

entirely

BOSTON.

APOTHECARY,
373 Congreaa Street,

FIVE PE11 CENT. DISCOUNT,
At

may bo

Braurr’a Cocoaims.

Co., Boeton, and for sale by al

TITCOMB,

to me.

THE

Strelx Portland.
dtf

L.

Oollector’s

STATIONERY, TOYS. Ac.,

$20.

EDWARD SHAW, A|»l,

-PREPARED BY-

juneHd4m

CLOCKS, WATCHES AND JEWELBY,

they

MISSOl’RI LAND COMPANY have purchased from the Hannibal k St. Joseph Railroad
Company a large tract of land in Northern Missouri,
adjoining the flourishing town of Hamilton, Caldwell
County, for farming and manufacturing purposes,
and have divided their property into lots and farm*.
They are offered to subscribers in shares of S2i> each.
Maps, w ith full iuformatiou, can be had by calling on

GOODS,

glossy

Burnett h

Spring

in

ENGLISH, FRENCH AND GER3IAX,

At a CorRT of Probat* held at Portland, within
and for the County of Cumberland, on the third
Tuodav of July, iu the near of our Lord eighteen
bundled and sixty-two,
m H E Commissioners appointed by said Court to set
A out Dower in the estate of Ichabod Baker, late
of Windham, in said County, deceased, to Sarah Baker. widow o£enid deceased, having returned the
warrant to them directed, together with their doiugs
thereon, for acceptance and confirmation:
It whs Ordered, that the said Commissioners give
n«itir< to aM peraona Interested, bj causing notice t‘»
he published three weeks sitccemvclv iu the Maine
mav appear
State Press printer! at Portland, that
at a Probate Court to be held at saul Portland, on
ten of the
at
third
of
next,
the
Tuesday
September
dock in the forenoon, ut.d shew cause, if ar.y they
not
he
same
should
the
have, why
aocepted and conWILLIAM Ai. BARROWS. Judge.
firmed.
A true copy, Attest,
♦w3w&
EC A. EX L HUMPHREY, Register.

of

coming out

NEW

Dyspepsia,

FANCY

use

dealers.

GREAT SPRING AND

Personal Notice.

at

HOMESTEADS FOR

or

St., Portland. Maine.

dealer

the

OF THE HAIR,

now-a-days,

has been used iu thousands of

our

importer and

so common

prevented by

PREVENTS.Liver Complaints & billons Fevers,
RELIEVES.Constipation and Headache,
STRENGTHENS the Nervous System.
1m
July 1, 18u2.

attention exclusively to the Pension business for the last twenty years, and having a
reliable Agency in Washington, we are enabled to
prosecute all claims against the Government with
I promptness and despatch, and on very reasonable
terms, making no charge until the claim is obtained.
FREEMAN BRADFORD,
Z. K. HARMON.
dAwtf.
Portland, June 20th.

Having devoted

a

all dealers.

CURES.Dyspepsia.
CORRECTS.Indigestion and Flatulency.

Bonn hovev,
Bark Pay, *«■„

Sailors,
Heirs,
ted States Government, on application in person
by letter to
BRADFORD & HARMON,

County

KALLISTON,

BURNETT'S

Wash for the Complexion has no eqaal. It ia
distinguished for its cooling and soothing properties,
and is admirably adapted to all unnatural conditions
of the skin; removing Tan, Sunburn, Freckles, Reduces and Roughness of the skin, he.,
curing Chapped
Hands, and allaying the irritation caused by the bites
of Mosquitoes, end other annoying insects. Prepared by Joseph Barnett h Co., Boston, and for sale by
As

der it soft and

service •» the present war, obtained for Soldiers
T^OR
their Widows and
from the UniJL and

is hereby given, that the subscriber,
T\TOTICE
it uel S. Webster, of Portland, In the

IB

Howard

Joseph

IHHW,

Holier of Foreclosure.

DBA LIB

WUOLEAALB

ALE, PORTER, CIDER, SODA,

in handfulls. and has never foiled to
decay, and to promote a healthy and rigorous growth.
It is at the same time unrivalled aa a
dressing for the hair. A single application will rea-

GEO. WARREN, 99 State Street, Boston, Mass.

Portland.

Boeton. WbarflSO Border 81.. E. Boston.

FAIRBANKS * BEARD,

dence WHATEVER.

gy Orders by mail promptly attended to. Write
your address plainly, and direct to Dr. H. N. Matti-

Money Drawer.

A CERTAIN PROTECTION AGAINST
THIEVES.

Express,

arrest its

Sight Bills of Exchange, for £1 Sterling and upwajil, payable at any Bank in Great Britain or Ire-

For Passage Certificates, Steamer
or for (hither information, Address,

or

me before
engaging elsewhere. Remember that 1 am the
originator or the 25 cent package stationery, and also N. E. Agent for H. H.
Lloyd
fc Co s ee obrated
Maps and Charts, and J C. Battle’s
ane Steel Engraved portraits.
Withal, it may bo
,he b,,,t assortment of tho
most saleable articles for the times that ran
be found
in New England. For particulars, address B B
Kl SSELL, 515 Washington
Boston.*

snouid

thing known for the purpose,

tickets issued at reduced rates.

Sailing from Liverpool for Boston twice a month.
Steerage Passage, 820. Also, Agent for New York
and Liverpool Steamships, sailing from New York
every Saturday, and from Liverpool every Wednesday,' and calling at Queenstown, Ireland. Cabin
Psasage, 875. 3o Class, 830.
land

AGENTS.

about to engage In the sale of 36 cent pack«» Stationery, Maps. Chans,
THOSE
*f»
Portraits,
write to

Jivuituie,

LIVERPOOL PACKETS,

State
Committee.

8 A. M., to 1

virtues unknown of any-

TO

BENJ. KINGSBURY, Jr.,
CLEMENT PHINNEY,
Cumberland Co.
DANIEL ELLIOT,
LUKE BROWN,
Rep. Com.
O. G. COOK,
EDWARD L. PICKARD,
JOHN T. HULL.
CHARELS H. OSGOOD,
HENRY L. PAINE,
HENRY P. LORD,
Republican
JAMES DOUGHTY,
OR FIN RING,
>Citv Committe of
WILLIAM GRAY.

102 Middle

Dr. Greene will be at the office from

The office will be open, and competent persons in
attendance, from 7 1-2 A. M., to 6 F. M
All communications should be directed to JU.
GREENE. 36 Brumfield Street, Boston.
Not*. Persons wishing to investigate this method
or practice, or its
superior success, nrill be Birnished
with a pamphlet
descriptive of treatment, free, by
addressing tf. GREENE, M. D„ 36 Bromllcld Strew.

thing else of the kind, and proving
effectual after all others have failed,
is designed for both married and

THAYER & WARREN/
Proprietor of the

T. llAKMoN.
E. WOODBURY,

Juuc 23.

^

was

STRICKLAND,

EUGENE HALE,
R. II. FULLF.R,
C. II B. WOODBURY,

may be sent to any part of the country with tall
directions.
Persona having Cancers, or those afflicted with complicated disease*, should immediately avail themselves
of Dr. Greene's personal attention.
Consultation at tho office, or
by mail, free of

FOR FEMALES.

Geo. Warren,
IIUCCKMOB
Republican

of Dis-

MATTISON’S INDIAN KMMKN AGOGl'E.

Dr.

People

LEONARD ANDREWS,
SAMUEL E. SPRING.
NELSON DIM.LEV, Jr.,
R. S. STEVENS,
N. A FAR WELL,

cure

(COPYRIGHT SECURED.]

Excursion tickets to the World’s Fair, oot and
back. 8150.
Apply to Edmonstonc, Allan k Co., Montreal, or to
J. L. FARMER.
No. 10 EXCHANGE ST., PORTLAND.
June 23. 1862.
dtf

Portland, May 19. 1802.

established for the

THE GREAT INDIAN REMEDY

Trunk

)

wks

principles of innocent medication, entirely discarding the use of Poisonous Drugs.
Many diseases, such as Scrofula, Humors of tho
Blood, Diseases of the Throat and Lungs, Dyspepsia,
Liver Complaint, Heart Complaint, Rheumatism,
Female Complaints, and a great variety of ordinary
Diseases are successfully treated by Medicine which

references

ONE of the following first-class, powerful Steamer*: HIBERNIAN. NORTH

printed,
and well filled with the news of the week, and original and selected Political, Agricultural, Literary and
Miscellaneous reading, making it specially adapted to
the F amily Circle, will be issued weekly, at SI.60 per

This Institution
ease. upon the

physicians,

MONTREAL

less than spe months, 50 cents per month.
The Maine State Press, large, neatly

commend the

The splendid and fast Steamship
“CHESAPEAKE/* Captain Sidney

will until further notice

tirely new type, on a sheet as large as that of any
daily in Maine, and issued every morning, (Sundays excepted,) at S5 per anunm. Subscriptions for

extra copy will be sent

dawtf

STEAMBOATS.

devoted

printed

can save

office.

Aside from its

earnestly

LITTLE, Agkxt,
Office 31 Exchange Street.
money by securing tickets at this

Ret N. Day, Pree't. Rky. I*. Maeom, Vice Pree't.
R. Grimms, M. D., Superintending Pkyeician

charge.

for
number of years confined
PRIVATE
diseases of
certain class.

Falls.

W. D.

trv ou

removal of our greatest “moral, political and social
evil,” will find in the Pass* a generous and hearty
support.
While thus distinctly announcing the general course
proposed for the Prkss, and intending that, alike in
war aud in peace—in our country’s peril aud in its
triumph, it shall speak with no uncertain voice, we
do not lose sight of the fact that true men have honestly differed, and that, coming by different routes
they now find themselves travelling parallel roads;
and, instead of seeking to widen the differences between those who are required by a common patriotism to act in concert, the Prkkr will labor hopefully
to encourage unity of purpose and harmony of action among all loyal men.

Niagara

This road is broad guaoe and is provided with
New and Splendid Sleeping Cars.
tyTickets sold in Portland at lowest Boston rates

emancipation of slavery in the
co-operation of the Federal with

Jull-3m

Established fwr the treatment qf those diseases In
both sexes, requiring Experience, Skill, Honor and
delicacy.
CONSULTATIONS.—Dr. Hughes has

TICKETS'

axd

one of their
iu constant attend-

DU. HUGHES’

RAILWAY.

ERIE

character,

rooms.

_

Ciiioaoo, Ciechirati, Cleveland, Detroit,
Toledo, St. Vaul, La ('Rome. St. Louie,
New Ur.lkaNt*. or any part of tbe
WEST, SOUTH OR NORTH WEST,

nor attempt to resist the tide of
destined to sweep from existence
institution which is the greAst anomaly in a free

The

ee.

lady of experience

A

To

sanc-

at

N. B.—LADIES desiring may consult
own sex.

Avon

Passengers for this route will take the cars at the
Portland, Saco k Portsmouth, or Kennebec k Portland Depots, in Portland.
W. BATON, Sup’t.
Farmington May 5, 1862.
jum>23dtf

men. it will neither apologize for an
constitutes the foulest blot upon our

government.

an

ARRANGEMENT.

THROUGH

to

loyal

of

eveuts that

be

RAILROAD.

On and after Monday, 3Iav 6, 1862,
□jHSjggi trains
will leave Portland for Lewiston
and kannuigton via Brunswick, at IP. M.
Leave Farmington for Lewistou, Bath and Portland, via Brunswick, at 9.15 A. M.
Leave Lewiston for Bath aud Portland via Brunswick at 11.45 A. 31.
Freight trains daily between Portland and Lewiston.

as a

BAILEY,

42

City

i&21

Street,

PORTLAND. Me

julldtr

42

ft 1 65
70
ft
ft 66

ANDROSCOGGIN

Fortland this first dav of July, A. D. 1882.
SAM L 8. WEBSTER.
ju!2— w3w*

76

1 00
68
63
19 00
13 00
94
98

and Thomaston.
Stages leave Augusta daily (Sundays excepted), for
Belfast, ou arrival of traiu from Portland and Boston.
Tickets sold in Boston for all the stations on the
Kennebec k Portland, Androscoggin, and Somerset
k Kennebec Roads.
Freight trains run daily between Augusta and PortB. H. CUSHMAN,
land.
Manager aud Superintendent.
1862.
Augusta, April,
juue23dtl'

the matchless

OFFICE 8« BROMFIELD ST., BOSTON.

6 Temple Street, which they will tind arranged for
their es|>ecial accommodation.
Dr. H.'s Eclectic Renovating Medicines are unrivalled in efficacy and superior virtue in regulating all
Female Irregularities. Their action is specific and
certain of producing relief in a short time.
LADIES will find it invaluable In all cases of obstructions after all other remedies have been tried in
vain. It is purely vegetable, containing nothing iu
the least injurious to the health, and may be taken
with perfect safety at all times.
Sent to any part of the country with full directions,
by addressing
DR. HUGHES,
No. 6 Temple Street, corner of Middle, Portland.

Eclectic medical

Stages leave Bath daily (Sundays excepted) at 3.00
P. 31.. on arrival of traiu from Portland aud Boston,
for Wiscassot, Damariscotta, Waldoboro’, Rockland

indellibly impressed himself upon the nation’s heart
as an incorruptible patriot, an inflexible Chief
Magistrate, and an honest man; the ability of whose administration is most signally exhibited, not [only in

an

Trains.

STAGE CONNECTIONS.

Politically, the Press will give an earnest, cordial,
and generous support.to the administration ut Auraham Lincoln, who in little more than one
year, has

operations of our army and navy, but
in the unparalleled fact that, in the midst of this
gigantic rebellion, our Government securities are
selling at a premium. It will zealously labor to exhibit and defend sound Republican principles, and,
inasmuch as political organizations have become a
necessity in carrying into effect great principles of
political economy, and inasmuch as ,the Republican
party which, in the brief chapter of its history already
written, has successfully refuted the allegation of its
enemies that its designs and tendencies were sectional, and triumphantly vindicated its claim to a
just and liberal Nationality, has remained steadfast
in its devotion to the Union while other organizations
have so generally become infected with a disloyal
spirit, and inasmuch as it is the only party which at
present seems competent to conserve the great principles underlying all free Governments, tho Pres*
will cordially sustain the organization of that party,

Saturday Evening

aud

On Monday trains leave Augusta at 5.30 A. 31., and
Bath at 6.30 A. M.. for Portland, connecting with the
8.45 A. 31. traiu tor Lowell and Boston.
Leave Portland on Saturdays, at 8.15 P. 31., on arrival of traiu from Boston, for Bath aud Augusta.

State.

Dated

G.L.

9$

Monday Morning

thereof.

bbl*25

37‘a,350

neatly
general

Both of the above named papers will labor to
inculcate, in no dictatorial spirit, sound political principles and to promote the material interests of the
State, and of the City of Portland as its interests
twine with, and are inseparable from, those of the

projected

In persons of all ages, no medicine has eTer come to
the knowledge of the public, that so effectually does

particle of Opium or Drug of any
good, and never does harm.

for

throughout the State.

J. B. Hall.

By the concurrent testimony of matiy sufferers, the
fact has been established, that for the cure of

That for a Tightness or
Pains in the side, or a long
is

and

N. A. Foster, )
J. T. Gilman, } N. A. Foster A Co., Publishers.

Cough Pills,

remedy

circulation

The Portland Daily Press is

Waal.
Fleece.
Lambs.

same

a large, well-filled, carefully e<®ted,
printed weekly paper, intended specially

national

none
none

"

it work and at the

Leave Portland for Rath and Augusta at 1.00 P. 31.,
at Brunswick with the
Androscoggin
trains for stations on that road ; ami at Augusta with
the Somerset & Kennebec Railroad for Waterville,
Kendall's Mills and Skowhegan, aud at Kendall s
Mills with the Penobscot k Kennebec Road for Pittsfield, Newport and Bangor; arriving same night.

conncctiug

THE MAINE STATE PRESS

evil which

8j

Extra Yellow.
Muscovado.
in bond.
Havana Brown.

Howes’

Farmington.

Daily Morning
news by mail

fullest

Is

rights

SI

Conrage

lire

may be proper to say, that while the I^ress will
tion no interference with the ronntitntional

A A.

CLEMS’

Press is intended to be

enterprising, vigorous and
Paper, containing the latest and
aud telegraph.

ouly available means of accomplishing such
lofty patriotism imperatively demands.
It will neither seek nor endorse any compromises
with men in rebellion against the laws of the land,
but will inculcate loyalty to the great central idea of
all true democracy—that the majority must govern.
Upon the exciting question of Domestic Slavery, It

Sugar.

On Loudon—60

The Portland Daily

1862.

INSTITUTE.^*

INDIAN MEDICAL

Infirmary.

TO THE LADIES.
a

ADVERTISEMENTS.

__

HUGHES particularly invites all Ladies who
DRneed
call
medical adviser,
his
No.

□gggggjjIJ Passenger trains will leave daily, (SuneJ&r’n9&-'* s excepted) as follows:
AugUMa ioi Bath, Portland and Bouton, at 11.15 A.
M connecting at Brunsw ick with the Androscoggin
Railroad for Lewiston, Liverihorc Falls, Wilton and

fords tho

anary.

April 14th,

Commenced

JOSEPH B. HALL, of the Aroostook Herald.

an

Eclectic medical

BUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

AND

results

Red l op.

T«»a.

BY

not with a design to foster a mere partizan spirit, but
in tho full couiciousnees that it embodies the true
principles upon which our government rests, and af-

Linseed.

Sugar,
Sugar,
Sugar,
Sugar,
Sugar,
Sugar.
Sugar,
Sugar,
Sugar,
Sugar,
Sugar,

KENNEBEC AND PORTLAND R. R.

JOHN T. GILMAN, recently of the Bath Times,

50
@16 00
a 14 50
18 00 a. 13 50
14 50 @16 00
11 00 @11 50

Pork, mess.
Pork, extra do.
Pork. Prime.
Pork, Hams.
Pork, City Smoked Hams.
Produce.
Beef p quarter, p lb
Eggs, p do/en.
Potatoes. pbrl(new.
Apples, dried, p lb.

HOWES K

Clarine.
44

Provisions*
Chicago Mess Beef..
do
Portland

Suirnr. Portland

PORTLAND DAILY PRESS:

&|

a;

ll$ft

44

Machine.

a

16

l«ard.
Barrel, p !b.
Kegs, p lb.
leather*
New York, light.
mid. wta.
heavy.
44
44
slaughter.
American Calf Skins
44

061
19
121
151
9

12$«
16 ft
8ft

Iron, English.
Iron, Russia.
Iron, Russia im’t.

44

05}

a

Cast Steel.
German Stoel.
English Bii*. Steel.

44

08$
03$

81ft
6$ft
6}

Swede.

Sheet
Sheet
Sheet

@

8

BOSTON

_RAILROADS._ _MEDICAL.

OF THE

00

@

W##d.

8 00 <810 00

44

1

@0

00
00
00
60

1 60 ® 1 65
1 50 @ 1 55
6 00 @ 6 60

Hard.
Ground.

60

ore

Prunes.

FI war—Portland inspection.
Fhmr, Superfine.
Flour, Fancy.
Flour, Extra.
Flour, Family.
Flour, Extra Superior.

16
»»
12
35

16 (a

Dates.

Western

|

13 a}
25 g
00 g
32 «
2 25 g 2

common.

Eleme.

I

Litharge.

Coke.

Frail.
Almonds—Jordan p lb

i

9
9
9
8
7
2
2
8
8

"

Red Lead.
Plaster*
Per tou Soft.

<

PROSPECTUS

EDITED

Rochelle, Yellow.
Ena. Yen. Red.

Snlerataa.
Sale rat us p

@
p

80
1 00
1 70
1 12

2 75 <§; 3 00
4 @
4$

Tea.

Fish, Cod large p quiu.
small.
Fish,
Fish, Pollock.
Fish. Haddock, new.
Fish, Hake, new
Herring, Pickled, p bbl.

|

Lewis Lead,
Boston Lead,
French Zinc,
American Zinc,

@
@

75
1 60
1 66
1 05

Onions —per bbl.
do p string.
Paints*
Portland Lead, in oil,.

Tallow.
American
65
45

@
(®

Fish.

IT

arvitthe Islands, supplied
with
I^XCURSIONISES
the shortest notfoe.
Orders

2}

11 ®

Spring.

made and finished

00
00
43

1]®
4]®

Duck, Portland, No. 3.

First

MORRISON CO.,

RENEWED by

02 ®

Hop*.

_Market Square.
Old Frames Re-Gilt,

AND

Hypernic.
Logwood, CamiH-achy.

No. 10.
Navy, Superior, No. 8.
No. 10.
Tent Duck, U. S. 10 oz.
"
12 oz.

Market Square.

in quantities to suit the

Ship Mouldings

2f«®

02 ®

«

M AUUV9*

^louldinffs.

prices,

@

4]®

Hide* nad Skins.
Slaughter Hides....
Calf Skins.

and

1 00
2 4*0
20
00

Dark.

Gilt Frames.

Gilt, Rosewood, Black Walnut

33

(®

13 ®

Bark.
Red Sanders.

and
and

OOUAKE or oval—every kind called for. These
Wine manufactured by ourselves, except those
uecesaarfly imported, we can concrete with any market for low prices. At wholesale or retail, at 26, Market Square,MOBBISOK A 00*8.

12

g)

Camwood...*.
Fustic. Cuba.
u
Savanvilla.

quercitron

or

M.

6]

6 ®
6
3 a
4
60 ® 1 65
35 ®
46

Branl Wood.

Sapan

PORTRAITS OR LANDSCAPES of any
FIR
sire
style desired—latest patterns and best

upillt/

6j®

10
12

St. Domingo.
Extract Logwood.
Nic
Wood.
Peach
"
Red

MORRISON & CO., 26. Market Square.

U VAV||I

17 ®
22 ®
4 ®

04
25
40
25
44

95

Dyewood*.
Barwood......

or

M.

(eg 1 30

(®

SaltiKdro.
Vitriol.

or

_MORRISON

11
15
13

1 00 (® 1 60
18 ® 00
1 25 ® 1 30
70 v®
76

Campliene.

Pier and mantle mirrors.

to order by
It CO.,'»),

14]

10]®
25

ex.

Alcohol.
Fluid.

Oval, Square
Eliptieal frames, with
WITH
Rosewood,Black Walnut
Gilt tjuiali made
to
of

workmanship-made

1

Magnesia.
Indigo, Manilla, tine.
Madder.
Rhubarb.

■——

order,
any site, style or design, of new
elegaut patterns; also cheap Looking Glasses
plates re-set iu old frames, bv

114

08 (g
15 ®

Camphor.

WCUlu.—•

And what avails it all in the end, when the
tltful dream of life is over, and the mortal part,
arrayed in the livery of the tomb, aud consigned to its eternal resting place, the grave.
Shrouds have no pocket*!
How many have sought the “golden shore,”
washed by the waves of the blue Pacific, where
gold lies shining on river's sands—their hearts
lieatiug high with hope, and their souls tired
with dreams of wealth. They have left behind
them tlie joys and comforts of home, the kind
smiles of friends and loved ones. They tread
for a time that "golden shore,” and by toil, perchance by other means, win a store of wealth.
Then the blighting hand of death falls on them
—what then avails their wealth of yellow gold ?
Wet. they the possessors of the wealth orGolconda’s mines it would not purchase them a
moment's respite from the blighting liaud of
the king of terrors. They sink into the arms
of death—the wealth they have struggled so
hard to
^ain is left behind them.
The miser who has led a parsimonious life—
whose every thought and every act has been
to collect together the glittering dross of
earth; whose only pleasures life has been to
gloat over his heaps of yellow gold; who has
wrung the last penny Irom the widow and the
orphan, and as by alchemy turned the sweat
and tears of unrequited poverty to drops of
gold, to swell still larger his store of wealth.—
At last he falls sick, and dies, wanting, suffering for the commonest necessaries of life! Upon his squalid pallet, or heap of straw, he still
looks upon his gold for which he has sold all
thj pleasures of life, happiness and heaven as
his god. He dies! his hand which has never
been extended to aid his suffering brother, is
cloaed with a rice-like grasp, as though he
would still clutch, and as though he would
still gather and carry with him to the realm
beyond the tomb, the dross for which he has
sold his soul. But vain—he dies! Shrouds
have no pockets. His gold is left behind for
others to enjoy—or, to abuse!
Why should we w eak beings of a day spend
our years and days of life striving after gold ?
Life's years, to make the most of them, are
brief enough; soon they flee away, and we
return again to the dust from which we sprung.
Gold and broad acres avail us not, when the
short span of years allotted to our earthly life
is over. We may be the possessors of boundless wealth, and broad lauds—a ring upon our
Unger of the former, perhaps, and six feet of
the latter is all the liest of us can claim. The
rest we leave behind us for others.
Far better for us to use it while we live, for
the amelioratiou of our race, aud to aid the
poor and needy.

@

1 20

Sal Soda.

from it. Shrouds have no pockets. What
avails all our yellow gold and costly gems ?—
We can bear naught of it with us to tliat “unknown shore,” o'er the river of death.
“Consider the lilies of the field, how they
grow; they toil not, neither do they spin. And
vet I say unto you, that even Solomon in all
his glory was not arrayed as one of these.”
What a lesson to rebuke human vaifity is
this. The flowers that grow wild and untended in the fields, far out vie in gorgeousness all
the costly apparel wealth can procure. And
yet, how many pass their whole life, their every thought centered in. and confirmed to the
empty baubles of earth. Dress monopolizes

22]

1*4®
12]®

Cream Tartar.

unresting wheel—the hour arrives when we
must bin adieu to all the baubles of earth, and
as we came iuto the world so do we depart

76
50
50
50
28
23

®
10J®

Sulphur.
Logwood

27 ®
22 <<g

11
14

Alum.
Aloes.
Arrow ltoot.
Borax.
Brimstone (roll.).
Bi Carb. Soda.

an

8
7
7
7

none.

Cement—per bbl.
Drug* and Dye*.

Shrouds have no

9
9

21]®

Bolt rope, Russia.
do.
Manilla.

Shrouds have no Pockets.

00

8 50
7 25 a)
7 25 (eg
7 26 ®

Cordage.
Cordage, American.
Cordage, Russia.

MISCELLANY.

11]

8j®

Cordage, Manilla...

nuiue,

15

®

8 (eg

Coffee. Mocha.

L.

ui

20

11 @
30 ®

Coal, Leliigh.
Coal, Framkliu..
Coffee.
Coffee, Java pib.
Coffee. St. Domingo.
Coffee, Rio

man

uitni^iu

6 00
4 00
3 50
40

3 00 @ 3 124
3 00 ® 3 25
2 75 ® 3 00

Coal Wliiteash.

as

cfcrj

7
6
3

@

17
14

Beans, Marrow p bush.
Beans, pea.
Beans, Blue Pod.
Candle*.
Caudles, Mould p lb.
Candles, Sperm.
Cheeae.
Cheese, Vermont p lb.
Cheese. New.
Caal—(Retail.)
Coal, Cumberland p ton.

Go bring

wre

8 00

Benaa.

I laid me down, with one now dead,
Besides Neziuacot's murmuring stream.

caption for

6

Butter.

And

The old

5 ®

Apples, Greeu p bbl. *2 25 (a
6 ®
Apples, Sliced p it>
6 fig
Apples, Cored |> fh.
2 ®
Apples, Uucored p lb.
Bread.
Bread, Pilot p 100 tbs.
4 76 %
Bread. Ship
3 75 «
Crackers per bbl.
3 25 ®
35 ®
Crackers, p 100.

weary way.

block my

6]

A p plea.

I

I

August 18th.

A ahe*.
Ashes I’oarl p bbl.
Ashes, Pot.

to me

sad —when I’m

the Press to

Lard Oil.
Olive Oil.
Castor Oil.
Neats foot Oil.

A

POPE,

Wholesale and Retail Dealers In

assess-

HENRY P. LORD, Treasurer A Collector.
Portland, July 29, 18*12
__dtf

WHITE

White

Book, Card & Fancy Printing,
NEATLY EXECUTED

AT THE OFFICE OF THE PRESS.

OAK

AND HACKMETACK SHIP TIMBEB,
tories.

Pine Timber for Wharvea, Bridget and FacFloorings on hand and

Also Southern Piue

worked to order.
92 State Street,

Umber Docks

corner

(up stair*.)
of E and First Sts-, Boston.

